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Introduction

It is only in the last two decades that the coinage of Tasciovanos and his ‘associates’ has 
started to attract the detailed study that this important series demands. This has manifested 
itself  in a series of articles and papers dealing with this ruler’s varied and prolific output in 
gold and silver,1 as well as the limited bronze coinage he may have issued under the cognomen 
of RVES.2 This paper sets out to examine those remaining bronze types widely accepted to 
represent the issues of Tasciovanos himself, thus excluding all other closely related bronzes 
forming part of the wider Tasciovanos complex, some of which have been discussed in some 
detail elsewhere.3

The bronze coinages of late Iron Age Britain have only rarely been subjected to close scru-
tiny.4 Whilst Tasciovanos’s bronzes have featured in some larger group studies, notably those 
of Allen5 and Clogg and Haselgrove,6 the bronze coinage as a whole has until now escaped a 
more thorough investigation. I suspect that one of the reasons for the apparent neglect is that 
bronzes lack the glamour of gold and silver, thereby condemning them to a life in the numis-
matic shadows. Another major disincentive to scholarly study is the fact that most bronzes 
leave the ground either badly worn, heavily corroded or both, thus making any attempt at die 
identification and chronological ordering extremely difficult, if  not impossible. Furthermore, 
and the wider Tasciovanos complex is a good case in point, bronzes were often produced in 
huge quantities and with a multitude of different types, thereby ensuring that any detailed 
study of a major series is a laborious and time-consuming undertaking.

Before 1980 only 204 Tasciovanos bronzes had been recorded, a number that by the time of 
this study had risen to 649, a more than threefold increase. In The Coins of the Ancient Britons 
Evans lists a total of twelve types,7 with the later supplement containing another two.8 By the 
time that Commander Mack’s The Coinage of Ancient Britain was in its third edition, he had 
succeeded in adding a further three types.9 Remarkably, over a decade later and despite the 
advent of metal detecting, Van Arsdell’s 1989 catalogue was unable to improve on the then 
total of seventeen,10 although the more recently published Ancient British Coins (ABC) has 
since increased that number to twenty-one.11 The present study retains the same total, in the 
process omitting one uncertain issue (ABC 2682), whilst adding another (ABC 2541) that had 
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previously been classified as British Lx 22,12 ‘uncertain northern’,13 or attributed to 
Addedomaros.14 

This long overdue investigation is aimed at identifying distinct phases in the typological and 
chronological development of Tasciovanos’s bronzes and proposing a new classification on 
similar lines to that of his silver issues.15 In the process it will consider the relationship between 
the different denominations, investigate the metallurgy and metrology of the coins and, with 
the help a vastly increased number of findspots, provide up-to-date distribution charts. It will 
also examine potential models, both Celtic and classical, that may have served as the inspira-
tion for the iconography of the various issues. Finally, it will seek to establish whether there is 
any obvious correlation between the different types of inscription and their respective distribu-
tions, before considering Tasciovanos’s place in North Thames history during the final decades 
of the first century bc and the impact of his rule on the region.

Earlier work

The earliest detailed work on Tasciovanos’s coinage is that of Evans,16 who made some attempt 
at a classification by differentiating between those coins carrying Tasciovanos’s name only and 
others carrying the Verulamium17 mint signature. Curiously, when it came to classifying the 
bronzes he decided not to adhere to this strict division, stating that ‘There is great probability 
that the majority of those coins of Tasciovanos, which do not indicate their place of mintage, 
were minted at Verulam (sic), and indeed in some instances the types are such that I have felt 
justified in placing coins among those struck in that town, without any further warrant.’18 This 
division results in the first group containing just a single bronze type: the double unit C5 (ABC 
2652). All of the remaining bronzes are placed within the second group, including two types 
carrying Tasciovanos’s name only and some of doubtful status at the time. Even where a coin 
did not appear to carry a legend, Evans felt sure it had been struck during Tasciovanos’s reign: 
a view still widely accepted today (Table 1). 

Allen too accepted that Tasciovanos’s bronze issues, both inscribed or uninscribed, had 
been struck at Verulamium.19 Realizing the difficulty of placing the various types into a wholly 
convincing order, he tentatively suggested a classification on typological grounds into three 
groups, starting with the ‘bearded head’ obverses and ending with the strongly Romanized 
‘beardless’ portraits which at first resemble Mark Antony and later on Augustus. He re-visited 
the subject some twenty years later as part of his examination of the Celtic coins from the 
Romano-British temple at Harlow, Essex, at which time he refined his original, rather cursory 
classification into four new groups: those featuring Tasciovanos’s name only, those carrying 
his name plus the mint signature, those inscribed with the name of the mint only and finally 
those without an inscription.20 This simple classification based solely on the various types of 
legend employed remains valid to this day. However, despite Allen’s view that the coins marked 
VER only and those uninscribed may have been struck at Verulamium after Tasciovanos had 
ceased to rule, he offers little information regarding a more detailed chronology of the series 
as a whole.21 

Rodwell closely followed Allen’s latest classification, whilst disregarding the uninscribed 
types,22 whereas Haselgrove favoured Allen’s earlier arrangement, basing his own division on 

 12 Allen 1960, 138.
 13 Hobbs 1996.
 14 Mack 1975, Van Arsdell 1989, Cottam et al. 2010.
 15 Kretz 2006.
 16 Evans 1864, 1890.
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(ABC 2679)
 18 Evans 1864, 246–7.
 19 Allen 1944, 14.
 20 Allen 1964; 1967; 1968.
 21 Allen 1967, 3.
 22 Rodwell 1976, 249–61.
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a gradual evolution from Celticized, bearded heads to portraits modelled on issues of Mark 
Antony, before finally culminating in heavily Romanized types.23 

TABLE 1. Earlier classifications of Tasciovanos’s bronzes,  
with reference to classes adopted in this paper

Evans (1864, 1890)
I. Tasciovanos II. Verulamium mint (with or without mint signature) 
C5 A2, A4
 B1, B2
 C1, C2, C3, C4, C6
 D1
 F1, F2, F3

Allen (1944)
I. II. III.
A2 C2, C4 C5, C6
B1, B2 ABC 2748 (Dias)
A424 ABC 2763 (Rues)25

Allen (1967)
I. T’s name only II. T’s name and mint III. Mint name only26 VIII. Uninscribed   
C5, C6 A2 A4 E2
F1 C2, C4 C1, C3 F3
  D1
  F2

Rodwell (1976)
I. T’s name only II. 
C5, C6 A. T’s name and mint B. Mint name only
F1 A2 A4
 C2, C4 C1, C3
  D1
  F2

Haselgrove (1987)
Series I. Uninscribed/Tasciovanus/Verlamio legends27   Series V. Other Tasciovanus 

legends
Class 1. 2. Portraits influenced by 3. Strong Roman Class 2. CAMVL 
 M. Antonius’s coinage influence
A2, A4 B2 C5, C6 A3
 C1, C2, C3, C4, C7 E2
 D1 ABC 2751 (Dias)
 E1
 F1, F2, F3
 ABC 453 (Sego?)

Van Arsdell (1989)
I.  II.  III. 
A2, A4 C2 C1, C3, C5, C6, C7
B1, B2  E2
C4  F1, F2, F3
D1  ABC 2751 (Dias)
E1

 23 Haselgrove 1987, 255–6, 258.
 24 Allen 1944, 14. Text not altogether clear.
 25 Allen 1944, 14. Text not altogether clear.
 26 Allen 1967, 2, table 2. Missing groups IV and VII contain the issues of Dias, Sego, Rues and Andoco.
 27 Series II covers TASCIOVANVS DIAS/VER legends, series III VIR/RVIIS legends, series IV TASCIO/SEGO legends 
and series V class 1 ANDOCO legends.
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Van Arsdell divided the bronzes into three separate coinages, in line with his classification 
of Tasciovanos’s gold and silver issues.28 His arrangement focuses almost entirely on stylistic 
considerations, starting with the more overtly Celtic types and ending with the heavily Roman-
inspired issues. Curiously, whilst he attributes eight and ten bronze types to Tasciovanos’s first 
and third coinages respectively, his second, and on present evidence most prolific period of 
minting, is only accorded what is effectively a single bronze type. 

Cottam et al. divide Tasciovanos’s bronze issues into three categories, consisting of one 
double unit, eighteen full units and two half units, making a total of twenty-one types.29 They 
are arranged in a hypothetical chronological order which is derived from previous classifications, 
particularly that of Van Arsdell. 

This study follows the same concept first put forward by Allen30 and later expanded upon 
by Haselgrove,31 and identifies a total of six groups of Tasciovanos bronzes, based primarily 
on stylistic and typological criteria, but also taking into account other considerations such as 
orthography, epigraphy, metallurgy and metrology. In order to keep this study within manage-
able proportions, it excludes all those types traditionally attributed to Tasciovanos’s ‘associ-
ates’ such as Andoco, Rues, Sego and Dias, as well as two other bronze units (ABC 2682 and 
ABC 2751). The first of these, although only relatively recently attributed to Tasciovanos,32 is 
in all probability a SEGO issue. Nine out of the ten recorded examples are provenanced, with 
every one of these having been found in east Kent, the same area where most of the securely 
attributed Sego issues originate. Finds of other Tasciovanos bronze types from east Kent are 
extremely rare. Whilst one of the inscribed Tasciovanos bronzes (ABC 2706) also has a strong 
Kentish presence, its distribution is confined to an area south of the river Thames in north-
west Kent. The second of the omitted coins (ABC 2751), showing a Roman head on the 
obverse and a seated figure on the reverse, was traditionally attributed to Tasciovanos, but has 
since been re-assigned to Dias.33 

The coins

The order of the various groups and types presented here is for the most part based on typo-
logical and stylistic considerations, but also takes account of the extensive work carried out 
on Tasciovanos’s gold and silver over recent years. Although this study sets out to provide a 
broad based chronological framework for the bronzes, this does not imply that the various 
types were issued in distinct batches, nor does it suggest a continuing and seamless production 
process. 

One of the striking features of Tasciovanos’s bronzes is the existence of several different 
denominations, a situation that has only now become clearer as a result of the vastly increased 
numbers of recorded weights over recent years. At the present time the range comprises one 
double unit, fifteen full units, five half  units and quite possibly a quarter unit, suggesting an 
unprecedented level of experimentation by the Catuvellaunian mint to gauge and supply the 
needs of an emerging market economy. 

Although there was clearly some guiding principle behind the mint’s initiation and production 
process, as is indicated by the progressive typological evolution and the wide range of different 
legend combinations, it remains unclear precisely what form this process may have taken. 

A. Celtic head type 

The usually heavily stylized ‘Celtic’ head was a popular motif  in the North Thames region 
(Fig. 1). It made its debut on the early uninscribed silver and bronze coinages, before becoming 

 28 Van Arsdell 1989, 363–93.
 29 Cottam et al. 2010, 131–2.
 30 Allen 1944, 14.
 31 Haselgrove 1987, 255–6, 258.
 32 Cottam et al. 2010, 131
 33 Cottam et al. 2010, 134.
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a recurring theme among the early dynastic coinages, particularly those of the Tasciovanos 
complex as well as the issues of Addedomaros and Dubnovellaunos. At some stage during the 
evolution of  this type an important change took place. The hair was transformed into a 
double row of curls that can also be seen on several subsequent types, and a beard was added. 
Bearded heads do occur on Roman silver and bronze but are comparatively rare, and as yet no 
definite prototype for any of the issues under discussion has been identified. Whilst a Roman 
prototype cannot be entirely ruled out, the bearded head is just as likely to represent genuine 
innovation on the die-cutter’s part. 

It is worth noting that in the North Thames region this particular variant is largely confined 
to early Tasciovanos and Rues types. By the time Andoco and Dias were employing their own 
versions of this motif, it had for the most part lost its archaic character and become increasingly 
Romanized. 

All the following types are thought to be ordinary bronze units unless otherwise indicated.

A1 (Allen Lx 22, M 274, VA 1615, BMC 2450–52, ABC 2541)

Obv.:  Abstract head l., forehead, nose and brow formed by one continuous ridge, rows of 
corded hair emerging from corded headband, rosette in front of forehead. Corded line, 
pellet in ring and ‘teardrop’ behind ear.

Fig. 1. Group A (Celtic head) coins: (a) A1 (CCI 68.1112; BM); (b) A1 (CCI 98.0727; Chris Rudd); (c) A2 (CCI 
01.0218; Mike Vosper); (d) A2 var.1 (CCI 82.0224; National Museum of Wales); (e) A3 (CCI 92.0279); (f) A4 (CCI 
96.1568; Mike Vosper); (g) A4 (CCI 98.1062; Chris Rudd)
Note All coins are illustrated at approximately twice actual size, except where stated.
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Rev.:  Horse stepping l., pellet in ring at its shoulder, large pellet between forelegs and under 
end of tail, pellet in ring under end of tail and sometimes behind tail, large annulet 
containing variable numbers of pellets and occasionally flanked by large pellets above, 
rosette below. 

A2 (M 167, VA 1705, BMC 1711–13, ABC 2655)

Obv.:  Conjoined bearded heads r., hair arranged in two rows of crescents, beard composed 
of elongated C or S-shapes, legend VERL in front, usually pellet border.

Rev.:  Ram l., rosette flanked by two pellets and legend TASC above, rosette below and in 
front, pellet in front of head, exergual line and pellet border. Var. 1 is inscribed TASCI.

A3 (M –, VA –, BMC –, BNJ 1990, Coin Register, no. 157, ABC 2670)

Obv.: Bearded head l., hair swept upwards, legend CAMLV in front. 

Rev.:  Goat l., large rosette above, pellet in ring above head and under belly, legend TAS[CI] 
in front. 

A4  (Half unit) (M 182, VA 1715, BMC 1765–68, ABC 2709)

Obv.:  Bearded head l., hair swept back in two rows, beard made up of two rows of pellets, 
pellet with legend VER or VERL in front. 

Rev.:  Long-horned goat r., rosette in front, rosette and pellet cross behind, pellets (another 
rosette?) above head, occasionally pellet above rump, pellet in ring below, exergual 
line.

Allen originally classified A1, along with other uninscribed North Thames bronzes, under 
the collective heading of British Lx.34 A few years later, when discussing the coin finds from 
Harlow temple, he tentatively suggested that two of the bronze types (one of which was A1) 
‘should be treated as the uninscribed precursors of the coinage of Tasciovanus and of 
Verulamium’.35 Subsequently, both Mack36 and Van Arsdell37 considered A1 to be an issue of 
Addedomaros, presumably on the basis of its similarity to other uninscribed British Lx types 
they had also attributed to Addedomaros. Hobbs on the other hand played it safe and classed 
A1 under ‘uncertain northern’.38

Yet, on the basis that another uninscribed issue, the closely related silver unit ABC 2604 is 
likely to be a Tasciovanos issue – something that Van Arsdell, Hobbs, Cottam et al. and the 
present writer are agreed upon – A1 must surely also have a justifiable claim to form part of 
his coinage. Whilst a date just prior to the start of Tasciovanos’s reign cannot be entirely ruled 
out, on balance A1 has much more in common with Tasciovanos’s bronzes than with those of 
Addedomaros. The depiction of the face and eye on A1 – even down to the rosette in front – is 
stylistically extremely close to the ABC 2604 obverse, and the story is much the same for their 
respective reverses. More importantly however, the ‘stepping’ horse featured on the reverse is 
in terms of its style and gait almost identical to the horse on early inscribed Tasciovanos quar-
ter stater ABC 2586, whilst also bearing a strong resemblance to the horse on inscribed silver 
unit ABC 2607 (Fig. 2). I would even go as far as to suggest that some of the similarities 
between these different types are so great, that some obverse dies of ABC 2541 and ABC 2604 
may have been cut by the same person, and the same might also be true for some reverse dies 
of ABC 2541, 2586, 2604 and 2607. The recorded provenances for type A1 point strongly 
towards a western origin. Of the fifty-one provenanced coins only four examples originate in 
what could genuinely be considered Trinovantian territory, leaving little doubt that ABC 2541 
represents a Catuvellaunian issue. 

 34 Allen 1960, 138, pl. XI, no. 274.
 35 Allen 1967, 2.
 36 Mack 1975, 102, no. 274.
 37 Van Arsdell 1989, 351, VA 1615.
 38 Hobbs 1996, 147, nos 2450–2.
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By the time when A1 was struck, bronze coinage as a whole was probably no longer in its 
experimental phase. Its survival rate of seventy-four coins is twice that of other group A types, 
and this suggests that A1 was produced in substantial numbers and may for a short period of 
time have been the first and only bronze type in production. Unfortunately, most recorded 
coins are of such poor quality that only nine obverse and nine reverse dies can be identified 
with any degree of certainty. However, with all of these dies known only from a single coin 
and just one instance of a shared reverse die, the true number of dies used to strike this type 
is likely to be considerably greater.

In many ways types A2, A3 and A4 form a distinct sub-assembly within group A. They are 
all inscribed and closely related by the similar stylistic treatment of their obverses and the 
portrayal of common livestock on their reverses. In addition to the trade-mark Celtic heads 
featured on their obverses, the close relationship of the various group A types is further rein-
forced by the fact that all of their reverses contain one or more rosettes, a common feature of 
Tasciovanos’s early issues. 

The style of the jugate,39 bearded heads and the archaic form of lettering employed on at 
least some of the dies gives A2 a strong claim for a position at, or close to, the start of 
Tasciovanos’s bronze coinage. The former feature may have been inspired by the Roman 
Republican coinage, where jugate heads occur on some coins, but an entirely native develop-
ment cannot be ruled out. The often finely modelled heads featured on the A2 obverse are 
complemented by two rows of thick curls and a luxuriant beard. The result is a powerful, 
authoritative portrait, which may conceivably be a stylised representation of Tasciovanos 
himself, but is perhaps more likely to depict an eponymous tribal ancestor or a male deity. The 
ram featured on the reverse was quite possibly copied from a Roman denarius and in its orig-
inal form may have been intended as a symbolic representation of Mars, the Roman god of 
war. As to whether Tasciovanos or his mint master were also aware of the ram’s bellicose 
connotations, we can only guess at. Seven obverse and nine reverse dies can be identified.

One of the continuing mysteries of Tasciovanos’s coinage is two gold issues (stater ABC 2559 
and quarter stater ABC 2589) carrying the CAMVL monogram, thereby suggesting that 
Tasciovanos may have captured and occupied Camulodunum for at least a short period of time 
early in his reign. The A3 bronze unit inscribed CAMLV (sic), which only came to light around 
1990, now extends that range by adding a third denomination and it raises the possibility of a 
‘full house’ of CAMVL issues, with only the matching silver unit still left unaccounted for. That 
it should still be awaiting discovery is not particularly surprising, as all of the CAMVL issues 

 39 Conjoined busts facing in the same direction.

Fig. 2. Stylistic similarities between A1 and other Tasciovanos issues: (a) A1 obverse (CCI 68.1112; British 
Museum); (b) ABC 2604 obverse (CCI 99.1155); (c) A1 reverse (CCI 68.1112; British Museum); (d) ABC 2604 
reverse (CCI 01.0409); (e) ABC 2586 reverse (CCI 79.0065; Baldwin’s); (f) ABC 2607 reverse (CCI 00.1627)
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are exceedingly rare and previously unknown coin types are still being unearthed on a regular 
basis. 

There was some doubt about A3 to begin with, because typologically and stylistically it did 
not appear to make a particularly good fit with the CAMVL gold, which has a more archaic 
appearance. Particularly curious was the apparently misspelled legend when one considers the 
cleverly configured CAMVL monogram employed on the stater and quarter stater. On the 
other hand, we know that the design of the gold issues followed more conventional lines than 
either the silver or bronze and this may account for any perceived stylistic discrepancies. Due 
to their low intrinsic value, bronzes may also on occasion have been engraved by inferior or 
even apprentice die-cutters and the indications are that they were not subjected to the same 
exacting quality standards as the high prestige gold issues. It should also be borne in mind that 
the art of writing was very much in its infancy and most probably confined to a relatively 
small number of individuals, as a result of which spelling mistakes are not uncommon amongst 
Tasciovanos’s issues. 

What finally convinced me that A3 is a bona fide constituent of the CAMVL series is the 
presence of the complex rosette motif  above the goat. This symbol is a prominent and recur-
ring feature of Tasciovanos’s first coinage stater issues (ABC 2550/2553) and it occurs on both 
of the other CAMVL denominations (ABC 2559 and 2589). It is a rare occurrence amongst 
Taciovanos’s other issues, except for a single recorded RICON stater (CCI 97.2101), where it 
represents a die-cutting error, and type C7, which may ultimately prove not to be a Tasciovanos 
issue. A3 is only known from three examples, all of which are of poor quality. As far as one 
can tell, these were struck from one – or possibly two – obverse dies and two reverse dies.

A4 is a competently engraved half  unit, which shares many of its features with A2 and A3 
except for the legend, which for the first time is confined to the mint signature VER. All three 
heads display much the same stylistic treatment and the reverse shows an almost identical goat 
to that featured on A3. This type was struck from a minimum of three obverse and four 
reverse dies.

B. Intermediate type 

Group B consists of two slightly different versions of what is essentially one and the same type 
(Fig. 3). The main difference lies in their reverse legends – one showing the mint signature, the 
other the ruler’s name – and I suspect that one may ultimately prove to be simply a variant of 
the other. Both feature the bearded and usually archaic-looking head of the previous group, 
which here shows signs of having been modelled on an as yet unidentified Roman Republican 
prototype.40 The reverses now display a classically inspired theme that is absent from the first 
group, but commonly associated with most, if  not all, of the later groups. 

The seemingly agrarian inspired iconography of group A reverses proved to be short-lived 
as types B1 and B2 embarked on a new trend of depicting a creature from classical mythology, 
a concept that was to become increasingly popular as the coinage progressed. 

Van Arsdell separated B1 and B2 into three distinct types on the basis of their legends, 
which according to him read VERL/VIIR (VA 1707–1), VER/VER (VA 1707–3) and VER/
TAS (VA 1709–1).41 Unfortunately, the reality is not quite as clear-cut. For VA 1707–1 we have 
a small number of coins showing at least some letters of both legends, which appear to read 
VIR or VIIR on the obverse and VIR, VIIR or in one instance VEIR on the reverse, the latter 
most probably representing a die cutting error. 

For VA 1707–3 there is just a single example (CCI 84.0260), inscribed VER on both obverse 
and reverse. We also have at least one reverse reading VIR, though this may simply be another 
die-cutting error. Given the limited evidence available, it remains unclear whether the two rea-
sonably secure readings VIIR/VIIR and VER/VER represent the full extent of the variation 

 40 The curl at the nape featured on some dies (cf. 68.0233 and 68.0234) copies the end of the tied diadem or wreath in the 
same position on some Roman denarii (cf. denarius of  Q. Titius (Crawford 341/1).
 41 Van Arsdell 1989, 368–9.
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within this type or if  there were other combinations as well. In any case, as all of  these differ-
ent forms are simply spelling variation of  the same mint signature, they are being treated 
here as varieties of  a single type, namely B1. Ten obverse and eleven reverse dies can be 
distinguished, with only four of  the die combinations being represented by more than one 
coin.

The situation regarding B2 (VA 1709, ABC 2661) is similarly difficult as we have several 
reverse legends reading TAS, yet none is accompanied by an obverse legend. Whilst either 
VIIR or VER are the most likely candidates, this must of necessity be speculative at this stage. 
Were it to be confirmed that TAS is matched by VIIR or VER on the obverse, I believe B2 
should perhaps be relegated to a mere variant of B1. The few coins that can definitely be 
shown to belong to this type were struck from four obverse and two reverse dies. 

Van Arsdell’s plate coin for VA 1709 is a good example of the degree of confusion that 
exists within group B. It shows a coin (CCI 68.0230) I believe to be recorded correctly in the 
Oxford CCI under VA 1707–1, thus illustrating the difficulties even experienced numismatists 
have in correctly attributing some of these bronzes. In this context, it should also be noted that 
the gazetteer’s listing for types B1 and B2 closely reflects their present location in the Celtic 
Coin Index and that due to the difficulties involved, some of these attributions may not be 
entirely reliable.

B1 (M 168, VA 1707–1 and 3, BMC 1714–21, ABC 2658)

Obv.:  Bearded head r., pellet behind, hair arranged in a series of crescents with beard com-
posed of elongated C or S shapes, sometimes a distinctive curl at the nape, legend 
VIIR in front of face, usually a pellet border. Var. 1 is inscribed VER ·.

Rev.:  Hippocamp l., rosette or rarely pellet in ring in front, large pellet in ring flanked by two 
trefoil motifs above, VIIR or rarely VEIR above exergual line. Var. 1 is inscribed VER 
or VIR.

B2 (M 169, VA 1709, BMC 1722–23, ABC 2661)

Obv.: as A3, legend in front of face uncertain but possibly VIIR or VER.

Rev.: as A3, but legend TAS above exergual line.

Fig. 3. Group B (Intermediate) coins: (a) B1 (CCI 68.0234; British Museum cast); (b) B1 var.1 (CCI 84.0260; 
SCBI 20, 137); (c) B2 (CCI 64.0050; Harlow Museum)

 c
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C. Roman heads 

Group C makes a clean break from the usually bearded and strongly Celticized images of the 
preceding two groups, favouring instead classically inspired, Romanized designs and clean-shaven, 
mostly bare-headed portraits modelled on issues of Augustus and Mark Antony. The reverses 
feature a mixture of traditional Celtic imagery together with classically inspired motifs (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Group C (Roman head) coins: (a) C1 (CCI 78.0024); (b) C1 var.1 (CCI 14.0539); (c) C1 var.2 (Chris 
Rudd); (d) C2 (CCI 94.1372); (e) C2 var.1 (CCI 68.0243; British Museum); (f) C3 (CCI 96.1678; Chris Rudd); (g) 
C4 (CCI 01.0219; Mike Vosper); (h) C5 (CCI 98.1997; Chris Rudd); (i) C5 var.1 (CCI 82.0231; National Museum 
of Wales); (j) C6 (CCI 90.0583; Harlow Museum); (k) C6 var.1 (CCI 69.0341; Baldwin’s); (l) C6 var.2 (CCI 74.0057; 
Chris Rudd); (m) C6 var.3 (CCI 68.0261; British Museum); (n) C7 (CCI 01.0221)
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C1  (Half unit) (M 183, VA 1826, BMC 1762–64, ABC 2712)  

Obv.:  Romanized head r., VER in front, plain and corded border. Var.1 has TAS in front. 
Var.2 may eventually prove to be separate type and denomination and features a dif-
ferent style of head wearing a hat or cap with possibly the legend VER or VIIR in 
front. A third variant is thought to exist, but the image is too poor for inclusion.

Rev.:  Boar r., large crescent flanked by pellet triads above, pellet under tail, pellet cross? or 
rosette in front of feet, [TASCI]? below exergual line. Var.2 shows a boar of different 
style, with an annulet flanked by pellet triads above, an annulet in front and below but 
no exergual line or legend.

C2 (M 171, VA 1750–1 and 3, BMC 1724–7, ABC 2676)  

Obv.:  Romanized head r., TAS in front, volute with one or two pellets behind, pellet border. 

Rev.:  Horseman holding carnyx r., large shield on left arm, rosette in front, VER in partial 
monogram above exergual line. Var.1 has VER or VIR in large letters below double 
exergual line

C3 (M 180, VA 1820, BMC 1706–8, ABC 2694)

Obv.:  Romanized, usually laureate, head r., pellet border, one or two obverse dies may be 
inscribed.

Rev.:  Ram l., pellet in ring and trefoil motif  above, pellet in ring in front, legend VER or 
VIR above exergual line

C4 (M170, VA 1711, BMC 1688–9, ABC 2664) 

Obv.: Bare headed Romanized head r., pellet border, legend TASC · in front.

Rev.:  Pegasus galloping l., pellet in ring in front, ringed pellet and trefoil motif  above, legend 
VER or VIR below, pellet border.

C5  (Double unit) (M 178, VA 1818–1, BMC 1685–7, ABC 2652)  

Obv.:  Romanized head r., TASCIA in front and VA behind, pellet border. Var.1 has TASCIAV 
in front and A behind.

Rev.:  Pegasus stepping l., T between forelegs, A behind rear legs and S above tail, exergue 
and pellet border. 

C6 (M176, VA 1814, BMC 1736–8, ABC 2691)

Obv.: Laureate Roman head r., pellet border, TASCIO in front.

Rev.:  Facing lion r., standing on exergual line with right front leg raised, legend TA–SC–IO 
or variations thereof – var.1 TAS–CI–O, var.2 TASC–IO and var.3 TA–SCI–O, pellet 
border.

C7  (Half unit) (M183b and c, VA 1822, BMC 1759, ABC 2697)       

Obv.:  Laureate Roman head l., ring behind, border of interwoven lines, one plain, the other 
beaded.

Rev.:  Calf  jumping l., head turned back, tail raised in S-shape, rosette in front, pellet triad 
below and two small pellets behind. Pellet border.

The situation regarding half  unit C1 is confused, and this is further accentuated by the poor 
quality of many of the surviving coins. Although listed by other cataloguers as a single type,42 
it has recently become clear that there is an additional variant with the obverse legend TAS 

 42 cf. Cottam et al. 2010.
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instead of VER,43 together with what may ultimately prove to be different type: a view also 
shared by Rudd.44 I have for now classified the suspected new type as var.2, because I feel that 
the situation is not sufficiently clear at present to award it type status. C1 and its var.2 are not 
just stylistically different, there are also indications that they may have been struck to different 
weight standards. The obverse of C1 appears to be modelled on a Mark Antony denarius, 
while the beautifully rendered boar on the reverse may be of Roman origin or represent an 
indigenous development. Var.2 features a stylistically distinct Roman-style head wearing a hat 
or cap, which Rudd suggests may be a petasus or causia, a broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat 
worn by ancient Greeks and Romans.45 The boar on the reverse is similar to that featured on 
DIAS silver unit ABC 2742 and may have been the model for it. Amongst the other coins listed 
under VA 1826 in the CCI there is one other (02.0882), which may ultimately qualify for variant 
status. The portrait shows a head almost identical to that on the C2 obverse with the same kind 
of lituus-derived object behind, which is accompanied by a C1 type boar on the reverse. We 
shall have to wait for better quality examples to appear before any firm conclusions can be 
reached. Type C1 is struck from at least three obverse and four reverse dies. 

On the basis that there are two types of legend associated with the reverse – one above the 
exergual line, the other apparently missing – Van Arsdell decided to divide C2 into two classes, 
VA 1750–1 and 3.46 It is now clear that both reverses are inscribed, but the VA 1750–3 legend 
is below the exergual line and hence usually off  the flan. In the author’s view this is insufficient 
reason for classifying it as a different type and it is reassuring that Cottam et al. have taken the 
same view. As a result VA 1750–3 is here reduced to variant status. 

The stylistically extremely variable C2 is probably modelled on a denarius of  either Mark 
Antony or Augustus, both of whom struck issues showing a lituus behind the head. The British 
copies indicate that the meaning of this device was lost on the die-cutter, who on at least one 
of the dies changed the motif  into a tendril-like ornament with associated pellets. The reverse 
shows a spirited scene similar to that on Tasciovanos’s second coinage stater (ABC 2562, etc.), 
except that here the rider is also carrying a substantial shield. Amongst the mostly worn and 
corroded examples just five obverse and five reverse dies can be distinguished.

C3 seems to be one of the more carelessly produced bronze types, featuring a sometimes 
rather sketchy and poorly executed Roman-style head of unknown origin. It also illustrates 
the on-going simplification process within the coinage by having little in the way of either 
legend or ornamentation to compliment the main features. The reverse features a ram, which 
is very similar to the animal on the reverse of A2 and copied either from this or the same 
Roman original. Just three obverse and five reverse dies can be identified.

The comment on the poor quality of C3 also applies to the obverse of C4, where one or 
more of the dies look to have been cut by the same hand. Curiously, at least one of the reverse 
dies is more competently engraved, recalling the reverse of the RICON series quarter stater 
(ABC 2601) and suggesting the work of a different and more highly skilled die-cutter. Just 
four obverse and four reverse dies can distinguished.

To judge by its size and weight, C5 must have been intended as a double bronze unit to fur-
ther extend the range of bronzes to comprise a full three (or possibly four) denominations, 
and to further facilitate local trade and transactions. Another reason for its issue may have 
been one of propaganda. This is a well engraved and handsomely inscribed coin struck on a 
substantial flan, which could not have failed to impress Tasciovanos’s compatriots and adver-
saries in equal measure. For reasons unknown, but perhaps to do to with its size and weight, 
this new type proved to be a short-lived experiment and it was to remain the only such double 
unit ever issued in the North Thames region.

 43 This coin was reported at the last moment and too late for inclusion in the distribution charts.  
 44 Chris Rudd list 122, no. 47.
 45 Chris Rudd list 122, no. 47.
 46 Van Arsdell 1989, 375–6.
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C5 arguably features the most overtly Romanized design within this group, itself  indicative 
of a late date and a position towards the end of Tasciovanos’s bronze issues. However, first 
impressions can be misleading, and C5 may ultimately prove to be of a slightly earlier date than 
its appearance would at first suggest. The reason for this is the obverse inscription TASCIA, an 
early-type legend, which on the stater coinages went out of fashion towards the end of the first 
series, to be replaced by TASCIO. Tasciovanos’s silver coinage tells a similar story. Here too the 
TASCIA legend is usually associated with relatively early types like B1 (ABC 2610) and C1 
(ABC 2622), but there also exists one type (ABC 2643), which offers a direct parallel to C5 in 
combining a high level of Romanization with the same TASCIA legend.47

Whereas silver unit ABC 2643 was directly copied from a series of Augustus’s Lugdunum 
types struck around 11–10 bc (RIC I, 186–189), the majority of C5 is most probably modelled 
on an earlier issue of Augustus struck by his moneyer P. Petronius Turpilianus in 18 bc (RIC 
I, 297). This features the bare head of Augustus, while the reverse shows a ‘stepping’ Pegasus, 
both facing right. The British version copies the portrait of the obverse, but inverts the Pegasus. 
Interestingly, there is at least one highly distinctive die (CCI 98.1997) whose origin can be 
traced back still further to a denarius of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, issued in 41 bc (Crawford 
519/2). The shape and treatment of the two heads is too similar for this to be the result of 
chance, though the die-cutter must have copied a worn example as the head of the Roman 
original is bearded (Fig. 5). It suggests a gap of around thirty-five years before this particular 
obverse was adopted for British use, a useful reminder that the timeframe for the copying or 
adapting of classical prototypes was largely a matter of chance and availability and could vary 
considerably from case to case. 

I have previously suggested that there may have been at least a five-year gap between the 
striking of the Augustan prototype and the appearance of ABC 2643, giving us a tentative 
date of around 5 bc for the latter.48 As both the silver unit and C5 appear to share a parallel 
typological and orthographic development, and both are direct copies of Roman issues with 
little or no attempt at innovation, it seems reasonable to conclude that the two types must 
therefore be broadly contemporaneous. Seven obverse and nine reverse dies can be identified. 

The obverse of C6 is unusual in showing a carefully copied and detailed laureate head of 
Augustus, even down to the bow fastening of his wreath. Unusually, the die-cutter has man-
aged to capture the style and patrician looks of the original. The reverse is equally remarkable. 
It shows a facing lion, its head surrounded by a distinctive halo-like mane. There can be little 
doubt that this somewhat naïve representation, which nevertheless manages to capture the 
very essence of the beast, was directly inspired by a Roman intaglio. How such an exotic motif  
found its way into a British die-cutter’s repertoire remains a mystery, but it also occurs on a 
Roman republican paste from the continent.49 The problem is that we know very little about 
the way the British die-cutters would have operated. Were they home-grown Catuvellaunian 
craftsmen or highly skilled itinerant artisans travelling across tribal and perhaps even national 

 47 Kretz 2006, 187–94.
 48 Kretz 2006, 193.
 49 Henig 1972, 218.

Fig. 5. C5 obverse (CCI 98.1997; Chris Rudd) (left) and its Roman prototype (Crawford 519/2; Rauch, Vienna) 
(right) (actual size 3 1.5)
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boundaries to offer their skills to any local chieftain willing to pay for their services? Whatever 
the case may be, the evidence suggests that a skilled engraver, in the course of his training and 
career, would have assembled a wide range of suitable motifs that could be readily turned into 
new coin dies. It is entirely possible that any such design portfolio could have comprised samples 
of coins from both Gaulish and classical sources as well as a selection of intaglios. Six obverse 
and five reverse dies can be reasonably identified.

C7 is an intriguing little bronze that first surfaced in the 1971 archaeological excavations at 
Harlow temple, some three years after Allen had published his ground-breaking study of the 
Celtic coins found there.50 Although the coin is uninscribed, Mack,51 Van Arsdell,52 Hobbs53 
and lately Cottam et al.54 have all had little hesitation in attributing this type to Tasciovanos. 
No reasons for this decision have been offered, but one suspects that it was on the basis of 
typological similarities and the assumption that Tasciovanos – the dominant figure in the 
North Thames region at this point in time – was the most likely issuer. So are all these eminent 
scholars correct in their attribution? 

My own view is that this bronze fraction most probably represents a previously unrecog-
nised issue of Andoco. There are a couple of pointers to that effect. Firstly, there are three 
issues, all securely attributed to Andoco, which feature an ornament or letter behind the head 
on the obverse. Silver unit ABC 2721 shows the letter A (presumably for Andoco) but, more 
significantly, silver unit ABC 2724 and bronze ABC 2733 both have ringed pellets in precisely 
the same place occupied by the annulet on type C7. I cannot think of a single coin issued by 
Tasciovanos that shows this unusual feature.55 Furthermore, precisely the same type of a con-
tinuous interwoven obverse border, made up of one plain and one beaded line, also occurs on 
Andoco silver ABC 2721 as well as on Sego silver ABC 447, but has no direct parallel amongst 
Tasciovanos’s mainstream issues.56 

Although Tasciovanos’s coin types are many and varied, the animals they commonly display 
often appear rather stiff  and lifeless. By contrast, Andoco’s die cutters often succeeded in pro-
ducing dynamic, life-like images as any comparison between a Tasciovanos Pegasus (ABC 2652 
and 2664) and the Andoco version of the same beast (ABC 2721) will show. The rare pastoral 
scene of a cow suckling her calf on bronze ABC 2724 is another case in point. It is precisely that 
joie de vivre and a fascination with the natural world, that is so eloquently portrayed in the 
joyfully jumping calf on the C7 reverse. 

Finally, it is often conveniently overlooked that there are at least a dozen issues commonly 
attributed to Tasciovanos (ABC 2583, 2604, 2625, 2631, 2658, 2667, 2673, 2679, 2682, 2685, 
2694, 2700, 2709) which either have a VER/VIR legend or no legend at all. Whilst I accept that 
on the balance of probabilities the majority of these types are likely to have been issued by this 
ruler, there is also a good chance that one or two were not. Although I have for now included 
C7 within this study, I strongly suspect this to be one of them and believe the time may now 
have come to re-evaluate the limited evidence available and to consider reassigning this type to 
its more likely issuer, Andoco. Two obverse dies and three reverse dies can be distinguished.

D. Wreath types

The wreath types constitute a complete break from the three previous classes, all of which 
feature portraits in one form or another. Two different types are recorded, one of them from 
just a single coin (Fig. 6). In their many guises, wreath designs are one of the most popular of 

 50 Allen 1964, 1967, 1968.
 51 Mack 1975, 81, nos 183b and c.
 52 Van Arsdell 1989, 383, V1822–1.
 53 Hobbs 1996, 122, no. 1759
 54 Cottam et al. 2010, 132, ABC 2697.
 55 There is, however, a rather obscure Berkshire-based silver unit (ABC 1616), the obverse of which shows an annulet in front 
of the neck.
 56 This border does occur in a  modified form on bronze type F4 (ABC 2706) and on Dias silver unit (ABC 2742).
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Fig. 6. Group D (Wreath) coins: D1 (Mike Vosper); (b) D1 var.1 (CCI 96.1650; Chris Rudd); (c) D2 (CCI 91.0290) 

 c

obverse types amongst Tasciovanos’s many issues and provide the basic template for every one 
of his mainstream stater and quarter stater issues, as well as six of his silver types.

D1 (M 179, VA 1713, BMC 1702–5, ABC 2667)  

Obv.:  Two annulets and lines of pellets are placed at right angles across two wreaths com-
posed of U-shaped solid lines enclosing a row of pellets, curved lines emerging from 
the four angles, pellet in each quadrant, pellet border. 

Rev.:  Boar r., upturned crescent above, VER or VIR below, pellet border. Var.1 shows the 
boar facing l. 

D2 (M– , VA –, BMC –, BNJ 1991 Coin Register, no. 81, ABC 2703)

Obv.:  Tablet with concave ends, placed at right angles across wreaths (or corn ears), curved? 
lines emerging from the four angles, legend unclear but either TAS or TASC, pellet? 
border. 

Rev.: Hippocamp? l., probably pellet in ring above, no other detail visible.

Considering how popular this type of obverse design had proved with Tasciovanos’s gold 
and silver issues, it is perhaps surprising that it was chosen for only two of his bronzes. The 
reasons for this may lie in the actual wreath design, which in its numerous incarnations had 
become so closely linked with Tasciovanos’s more prestigious gold and silver issues, that it was 
considered less suitable for low denomination bronzes. This may particularly have been the case 
with the prestigious ‘wreath/inscribed tablet’ design featured on the D2 obverse, which is directly 
modelled on Tasciovanos’s flagship RICON series. Although poorly preserved, it is clear that 
the obverse bears a strong resemblance to quarter stater ABC 2601 and the ‘stag’ silver unit 
(ABC 2634), except that the wreaths (or corn ears) are here depicted in a more naturalistic 
fashion. The reverse is less clear, but appears to show a hippocamp derived from types B1 and 
B2. At the time of writing type D2 is only known from a single specimen (CCI 91.0290). The 
similarities between the obverse designs of D1, D2 and the RICON series are so great, even 
down to the same curved lines emerging from the four angles of the cruciform pattern, that all 
of these types are likely to have been struck within a relatively short timeframe.

D1 was clearly a very popular type with at least nine obverse and nine reverse dies, although 
the real number is likely to have been considerably greater. By contrast, the extreme rarity of 
D2 would suggest that that it was only ever struck in small numbers and that production was 
short-lived.

 a b
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E. Other figurative issues

Group E consists of two types, which typologically are at odds with the remainder of Tasciovanos 
bronze coinage and thus cannot be satisfactorily accommodated within any of the other five 
categories (Fig. 7). Both types feature unusual, classically inspired designs on one side and an 
animal on the other. Although they give every indication of forming part of Tasciovanos’s 
bronze coinage, they both lack any direct reference to him as the issuing authority.

E1 (Half unit) (M 183a, VA 1717, BMC –, ABC 2673)

Obv.:  Central ?tablet crowned by two outward facing objects (flying fish?), pellet in ring cen-
trally above and below legend, curved? lines emerging from top corners of ?tablet, 
legend VER or VIR.

Rev.:  Grazing horse r., left foreleg raised, large crescent above, pellet above rump, possibly 
small pellet below.

E2  (Half unit) (M 181, VA 1824, BMC 1760–1, ABC 2700)

Obv.: Dog or lion with head turned backwards and raised tail facing r., pellet border.

Rev.: Helmeted sphinx l., pellet border.

Typologically E1 is a rather unusual bronze, which has neither a close equivalent, nor even a 
distant relation within Tasciovanos’s coinage as a whole. Although the evidence is far from clear, 
the obverse appears to show an unusual attempt at accommodating what I suspect to be a tablet 
within a complex, part-geometric design. The ‘tablet’ carries the legend VER or VIR and is sur-
mounted by what Cottam et al. (ABC 2673) wisely term ‘uncertain objects’. My guess – and it is 
no more than that – is that these objects are fish, and quite possibly stylized flying fish with their 
fictitious dorsal fins (in reality pectoral fins) pointing forward to suit the overall design concept. 
Quite where the idea of portraying flying fish – if that is what they are – might have originated 
is another matter, though they were in all likelihood modelled on a classical source. 

The reverse is similarly unusual, featuring a grazing horse: one of only two occurrences of 
this motif  in the British Celtic coinage. Although there are classical examples showing this 
particular motif, given that it portrays an everyday scene, it most probably represents an 
entirely indigenous development. Such peaceful agrarian scenes are not commonly associated 
with Tasciovanos’s coinage, whereas they do occur on some Andoco issues (cf. ABC 2724).

Fig. 7. Group E (Other figurative) coins: (a) E1 (CCI 68.0284; Harlow Museum); (b) E1 (CCI 90.0408; Harlow 
Museum); (c) E2 (CCI 73.0281; Glendining); (d) E2 (CCI 01.0222; Mike Vosper)

 c d

 a b
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It is also worth noting that Andoco, who may have been Tasciovanos’s short-lived co-ruler 
or client king, uses almost exactly the same reverse design, even down to the upturned crescent 
above the horse, on his own securely attested ‘grazing horse’ bronze (ABC 2736). It suggests 
that E1 might conceivably represent yet another unrecognized issue of Andoco, which would 
make it the second of his types to carry a reference to Verulamium. Only two examples of E1 
are in reasonable condition and these were struck from different obverse and reverse dies.

E2 is unusual in being the only Tasciovanos bronze to feature an animal on the obverse. In 
this case it appears to be a dog rather than a lion,57 which is accompanied by a mythological 
beast (sphinx) on the reverse. Although neither side is inscribed, stylistically this issue looks 
like being an integral part of Tasciovanos’s coinage, especially as two of his silver types (ABC 
2646 and 2649) show similar arrangements with creatures on either side. The obverse is similar 
to that of Rues bronze ABC 2760, except that the animal’s head is here turned backwards, but 
the closest match is perhaps Dubnovellaunos bronze ABC 354. The sphinx on the reverse is a 
new concept as far as the North Thames coinage is concerned, though it is also found on a 
contemporary, or perhaps fractionally later, Sego bronze (ABC 453). 

Whilst the dies are generally skilfully engraved, one or two coins (cf. E2, second coin) are of 
a more naïve, caricature-like style, betraying the hand of a less competent craftsman. Six 
obverse and six reverse dies can be determined and present indications are that E2 may have 
been struck from a single pair of dies at any one time.

F. Late geometric issues

Group F consists of five types, all of which feature complex geometric patterns on the obverses, 
though only two of them refer directly to Tasciovanos as the issuing authority (Fig. 8). 
Typologically, they correspond to some closely related issues belonging to the wider 
Tasciovanos complex which are inscribed DIAS (ABC 2739 and 2742), SEGO (ABC 453 and 
2682) and RVII (ABC 2763),58 all of which were most probably struck within a short space of 
time towards the end of Tasciovanos’s reign.

From an artistic point of view, the ‘arabesque’ obverse pattern of F1 is a particularly attrac-
tive development. The central box links it to similar, though inscribed, tablets on types D2 and 
possibly E1 and the same box, also marked with an X, can be found on a Tasciovanos silver 
unit (ABC 2628). The reverse features a bridled horse of much the same style and posture as 
those portrayed on Tasciovanos’s later quarter staters, as well as some silver units. Bridled, 
riderless horses are unusual amongst the coinages of the wider Tasciovanos group, and the 
only other examples that come to mind are his silver units ABC 2631 and possibly ABC 2613, 
as well as Andoco bronze ABC 2727. Also of interest here is the ringed pellet, flanked by the 
two trefoil motifs, above the horse, which occurs in precisely the same form and position on 
the group B bronzes. All the surviving examples are of generally poor quality, allowing just 
three obverse and three reverse dies to be determined.

The complex obverse design of F2 is a variation on the two interwoven squares, one com-
posed of a solid line, the other of a row of pellets, which make up the obverse of Dias’s silver 
unit ABC 2739. This type is of particular importance as its inscription VERLAMIO provides 
us with an almost complete reading of the pre-Roman name for Tasciovanos’s capital, which 
by adding the letter N can be extended to VERLAMION. Although some cataloguers have 
claimed that a Tasciovanos quarter stater (ABC 2598) carries the legend VERO,59 the O in 
question is in fact a ‘teardrop’ motif  and there is not a single coin issued either by Tasciovanos 
or one of his so-called ‘associates’ that features a genuine VERO legend. 

The bull pawing the ground on the reverse has been a popular theme throughout the ages and 
can be found on both Greek and Roman coins before reaching Britain. It also occurs, though 
this time more skilfully engraved, on Tasciovanos’s silver unit ABC 2643. Such differences in the 

 57 Cottam et al. 2010 refer to it as a lion.
 58 One example of ABC 2763 is inscribed TAS (CCI 96.3143).
 59 Van Arsdell 1989, 365, no. 1690–1; Hobbs 1996, 116, nos 1642–4.
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quality of the workmanship may be indicative of the existence of a die-cutting hierarchy in 
which the level of skill employed was commensurate with the denominational value of product.

F1 (M 175, VA 1812, BMC 1709–10, ABC 2688)

Obv.:  Central tablet containing X within complex geometric pattern composed of squares, 
loops and ringed pellets, pellet border.

Rev.:  Bridled horse l., ringed pellet flanked by two trefoil motifs above, legend TASCI or 
TACI in front and below horse, pellet border.

F2  (M 172, VA 1808, BMC 1745–51, ABC 2679)

Obv.:   Pellet or raised boss in ring surrounded by two interwoven squares with concave sides, 
one made up of solid lines the other of pellets, annulets at the points. Varying numbers 
of pellets in the field, legend VERLAMIO between the points of the eight-rayed star, 
pellet border.

  Var.1 has six-pointed star made up of two triangles with concave sides, some pellets in 
the field, legend possibly [VER]LNO. 

Fig. 8. Group F (Late geometric) coins: (a) F1 (CCI 90.0951; Harlow Museum); (b) F1 (CCI 67.0119; Hunterian 
Museum); (c) F2 (CCI 02.1080; Chris Rudd); (d) F2 var.1 (CCI 90.0522; Harlow Museum); (e) F3 (CCI 90.0661; 
Harlow Museum); (f) F3 var.1 (CCI 98.1999; Chris Rudd); (g) F4 (CCI 02.0105; Chris Rudd); (h) F4 (CCI 98.2091; 
British Museum)

 a b
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The geometric design of F1, F2 and F3, coupled with the fact that some of the F2 dies have 
very prominent central bosses, tend to give these types the appearance of miniature Celtic 
shields, which may hint at a secondary votive function for such types.

The survival rate of F2 into modern times suggests that it must have been an extremely 
popular issue. Yet, despite there being close to 100 examples on record, there are just a handful 
of coins of sufficient quality to allow a detailed comparison of the dies. This situation is fur-
ther complicated by the overly intricate layout of the obverse, coupled with an uncommonly 
simplistic reverse. Of those surviving coins where both sides are of the required standard, only 
eight obverse and eight reverse dies can be satisfactorily determined, though the real number 
of dies would have been considerably greater.

The obverse of F3 is a greatly simplified version of F2, which is also likely to have provided 
the model for it. It lacks many of the design intricacies of the latter, including the almost com-
plete legend. However, it is none the worse for this loss of detail because the tidy-up has resulted 
in what to our modern eyes is a very simple yet strikingly attractive design. The reverse shows 
a more upright bull, which also appears to be pawing the ground. Above the animal is an 
upturned crescent we also find on several other Tasciovanos issues (cf. ABC 2613, 2667, 2673 
and 2712), an indication that it was a popular motif. Due to the lack of an inscription F3’s 
attribution is not entirely proven, but its close relationship with F2 points strongly towards a 
Tasciovanos issue. Five obverse and five reverse dies can be distinguished.

F4 is a highly unusual bronze, the complex designs of its obverse and reverse suggesting a 
date at the very end of Tasciovanos’s bronze series. The attractive obverse layout probably has 
its closest match in Dias silver unit ABC 2742, showing a similar cruciform layout surrounded 
by an almost identical serpentine border. Its distinctive arc motifs can also be found on ABC 
2682, which due to its east Kent distribution is now considered a Sego issue. Although the 
obverse is remarkable in its own right, it is the reverse that is F4’s most intriguing feature. It 
shows a seated figure, which was initially judged to be male, though Williams is a little more 
circumspect later on in his article.60 In fact, the figure appears to wear a long, loose-fitting 
garment, which makes it difficult – if  not impossible – to come to any definite conclusion 
regarding its gender. Interestingly, a near identical scene is depicted on another bronze (ABC 
2751), which has the legend VER in the exergue and was previously attributed to Tasciovanos.61 
More recently it has become apparent that in the few instances where legends are present and 
legible, they always appear to read DIAS(V). However, the two scenes depicted are almost 
identical and although it remains unclear which type came first, they are ultimately both based 
on the same Roman prototype.

 60 Williams 1998, 350.
 61 Van Arsdell 1989, 382, no. 1816–1.

Rev.: Bull pawing the ground l., tail raised in S-shape over back, wreath-like border. 

F3 (M 174, VA 1810, BMC 1752–55, ABC 2685) 

Obv.:   Pellet in ring surrounded by two interwoven squares with concave sides, both made up 
of solid lines, bezel border.

Rev.: Bull with raised tail r., crescent above, pellet in front, pellet border.

  Var.1 (CCI 98.1999) has four additional lines in the shape of a cross, connecting the 
central pellet in ring to the surrounding square.

F4 M –, VA –, BMC –, NCirc Oct. 1998, 350–1, ABC 2706

Obv.:   Four-petalled flower around central pellet in ring, pellet with pellet-in-crescent in each 
of the four segments, bezel border enclosing serpentine pattern.  

Rev.:  Figure seated r., candelabrum? behind, wine-cup? on stand in front, two small stars? 
either side of the head, TAS below exergual line.
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The object in front of the seated figure has variously been interpreted as a wreath, a bird or 
a boat or basin, but has more recently been identified as a two-handled Roman wine cup.62 It 
illustrates the Celtic elite’s fondness of wine and their apparent awareness of how to consume 
it in accordance with classical tradition. It has been argued that the object on the seated fig-
ure’s head may be a wreath,63 but I think it more likely to be wide-brimmed hat, especially as 
far as the closely related ABC 2751 is concerned.64 Might it represent another example of the 
petasus or causia, a broad-brimmed hat worn by ancient Greeks and Romans we have already 
met with on type C1 var.2, I wonder? Although highly unlikely to be a helmet, it is also worth 
pointing out that the headgear worn by the carnyx-wielding warrior on the reverse of 
Tasciovanos’s second stater closely resembles the object worn by the seated figure on both  F4 
and ABC 2751, even down to the small boss at the back of the neck. 

The exact scene or ceremony portrayed here is not found on Roman or Greek coinages, but 
there can be little doubt that it ultimately goes back to a classical source: most probably a 
Roman intaglio. It is an example of a growing trend to classicize British coin design, which 
took hold in the last quarter of the first century bc, before reaching its climax under 
Cunobelinus. The few examples that can be determined indicate the existence of at least two 
obverse and three reverse dies.

Die study

The poor condition of many of the bronzes under discussion has led me to conclude that any 
meaningful attempt at a die study of the twenty-one types would be an extremely difficult, if  
not impossible, undertaking. Having previously carried out a similar study, albeit on a smaller 
scale, on the closely related Rues bronzes has convinced me that the outcome would ultimately 
be equally unsatisfactory.65 It would most probably confirm that the majority of Tasciovanos’s 
bronze types were also struck from a large number of dies, that the production process took 
on a relatively simple form and that the coins appear to show a steady deterioration in artistic 
quality and workmanship over the life of a particular type. 

Any meaningful chronological order would be extremely difficult to establish and would 
reflect the author’s personal interpretation of the visual evidence, and as such be highly subjec-
tive and open to question. Because of the large number of dies employed, it would be unusual 
for an obverse die to be paired with more than one reverse die, or vice versa, thus resulting in 
long and simple die chains, similar to many of the RUES bronzes.66 In the final analysis, the 
information gained would tell us little about the evolution of a type or the actual production 
process and would almost certainly represent a poor return for the huge amount of time 
invested in such an undertaking. 

For the above reasons I have decided to concentrate on those coins where both obverses and 
reverses are of sufficient quality to accurately determine the dies. In most cases such coins 
form the minority of the recorded examples and in some instances amount to merely a frac-
tion of the total number for that type. Type F2 (ABC 2679) is a case in point, which may serve 
as an example of the difficulties here encountered. Although being the most numerous of all 
the Tasciovanos bronze issues with a total of ninety-six coins recorded, I have only been able 
to find ten coins where both obverse and reverse dies can be determined with any degree of 
accuracy. This is in large measure due to the poor state of preservation of the vast majority of 
the coins and further exacerbated by the complexity of the geometric obverse design and the 
equally problematic simplicity of the reverse. 

For the above reasons, the die study usually accompanying this kind of investigation is lim-
ited here to establishing a minimum number of dies for each type, but without any attempt at 
determining die combinations or establishing chronological order, which in any case would 

 62 Williams 1998, 350.
 63 Williams 1998, 350.
 64 Cf. CCI 67.0122 and 91.0526.
 65 Kretz 2007.
 66 Ktetz 2007.
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serve little purpose given the small percentage of coins involved. The number of dies identified 
is entirely dependant on the chance survival of a handful of coins in good condition, and the 
actual number of dies employed to strike a particular type will in almost all cases have been 
very considerably greater. Whilst accepting that the results are ultimately of limited value, I 
feel this approach represents a reasonable compromise and is arguably the best that can be 
achieved under these circumstances. 

Legends

Although not all of the inscriptions presented here are established beyond doubt, initial indi-
cations are that the majority of legend types and their combinations are distributed across 
several of the groups, with the inscription VER being found across all of them (Table 2). 

The only exception is the TASC CAMLV variant, which is confined to a single type, thus 
mirroring its extreme rarity on Tasciovanos’s gold, where it is present on only one stater (ABC 
2559) and a quarter stater (ABC 2589).

TABLE 2. Distribution of the various legend types

 Classification Legend types67

 Group Type No legend TASC/VER TASC/CAMLV TASC VER
 A A1 ü
  A2  ü
  A3   ü
  A4     ü
 B B1     ü
  B2  ü?
 C C1  ü	 	 var.1? var.2?
  C2  ü
  C3     ü
  C4  ü
  C5    ü
  C6    ü
  C7 ü
 D D1     ü
  D2    ü?
 E E1     ü
  E2 ü
 F F1    ü
  F2     ü
  F3 ü
  F4    ü

It is usually assumed that references to Verulamium in the form of VER/VIR refer to the 
location of  the mint, but this does not necessarily have to the case. The increasing number of 
pellet mould finds may suggest that minting was perhaps more widespread than previously 
thought.68 An alternative interpretation might be that VER/VIR was first and foremost a 
reference to the Catuvellaunian capital, used primarily as a recognizable ‘brand name’ for 
propaganda purposes.

Previous studies of Tasciovanos’s gold issues have indicated that his second coinage may 
have been produced at two different locations, the first being his capital Verulamium, the other 
still to be located.69 It is a similar situation with the bronze, where the coins struck at 
Verulamium are clearly identified, while the remainder are either uninscribed or carry an 
abbreviation of the ruler’s name only. It suggests that there were at least two closely associated 

 67 These types represent a wide range of variations. Thus TASC also occurs as TASCIAVA, TASCIO, TASCI, or TAS and 
VER as VERLAMIO, VERL, VIIR, VEIR or VIR.
 68 Rudd 2008, 30–1.
 69 Kretz 2001a, 8; Kretz 2001b, 235.
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mints/workshops in operation, with the second one possibly located in the Braughing/
Puckeridge area, less than thirty miles away. This latter site may have started production some 
time before to the Verulamium mint, perhaps being responsible for the earliest gold and silver, 
as well as the very first bronze issue (A1). 

Tasciovanos’s bronzes contain a bewildering range of legends and legend combinations, as 
well as their various abbreviations and different spellings. In addition, there are also some exam-
ples of duplicated legends, where TASC or VER occurs twice on the same coin. Uninscribed 
types attributed to Tasciovanos are spread across four of the groups and the significance of this 
presumably deliberate lack of any reference to the issuing authority remains one of the puzzles 
of his bronze coinage, especially as there are no examples of this practice amongst the later 
Cunobelinus issues. The legends TASC/VER, TASC/CAMLV and VER all make their appear-
ance within a short space of time at the start of the series. It is particularly interesting to note 
that on present evidence the combined legend TASC/VER only features during the first half of 
the coinage before being replaced by TASC, whereas VER is found throughout all of the six 
groups. Although only partially supported by the findspot evidence, it appears to suggest that 
from around the mid-way point of production onwards, TASC and VER issues started to be 
struck at two separate mints, with the resulting batches of  coins ear-marked for different 
markets or regions. 

Metallurgy

As part of his wide-ranging investigation into the metallurgy of Celtic coinages, Northover 
carried out a limited analysis of coins belonging to the wider Tasciovanos complex (Table 3). 
He concluded that around half  of the coins were made of copper, with most of the remainder 
consisting of low tin bronzes. Unusually, two coins belonging to this group – one issued by 
Andoco (ABC 2727) the other by Dias (ABC 2748) – turned out to be made of brass and are 
thus amongst the earliest dated brass objects found in Britain.70 

Clogg and Haselgrove subsequently analysed the composition of eighty-eight copper and 
copper alloy coins excavated from the Romano-British temple at Harlow, Essex.71 They con-
cluded that the earliest struck base metal coinage in the North Thames region probably con-
sisted largely of copper, although the Tasciovanos group as a whole was more complex, 
comprising coins made of copper, bronze and brass. In some instances the bronzes contained 
a proportion of zinc, and the brasses likewise a proportion of tin. This seemed to suggest that 
‘in the end the metal stocks available to the mint at the time of striking coins of a particular 
type was probably the single most important factor in determining their precise composition’.72

The analyses show that the bulk of Tasciovanos’s own bronze issues, namely types A1, A2, 
A4, C4, C5, E1, F2 and F4 were all largely struck from almost pure copper. They thus include 
most, if  not all, of the earliest issues (group A).73 Later on there are three copper issues among 
the more central groups (C and E) and finally another two within group F at the very end of 
the series.74

Another sizeable group is formed by the bronze issues, which consist of both low and high 
tin bronzes and include types B1, C3, C7, D1 and F3.75 However, perhaps the most significant 
development within Tasciovanos’s base metal coinage was the introduction of brass, and it 
would appear that the Verulamium mint struck both brass and copper/bronze coins at broadly 
the same time.76 Like the Andoco and Dias issues already referred to, Tasciovanos’s own 
bronze coinage also includes three brass types, namely C1, C6 and F1.77 Two examples of 

 70 Northover 1992, 264, 295.
 71 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 48–9, table 2.
 72 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 60.
 73 We do not have an analysis for A3.
 74 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 57, Table 3.
 75 Ibid.
 76 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 55, 58.
 77 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 57, Table 3.
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F1 were analysed, one containing 2.80 per cent of  Zinc, the other 11.06 per cent, yet 
another illustration of how fluctuations in the supply of the components had a bearing on the 
composition of the alloy.78 

 78 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 48, Table 2.

TABLE 3. Analyses of Tasciovanos’s bronzes

Var. CCI ABC Registration Cu Sn Zn Wt. Metal

A1 90.0574 2541 sf  1379 (C&H) 99.20 – – 0.95 copper

A2 82.0244 2655 C308 (N) 99.15 tr 0.06 1.81 copper
A2 90.0579 2655 sf  1388 (C&H) 97.57 – – 2.2 copper
A2 90.0617 2655 sf  1490 (C&H) 94.16 2.46 – 0.72 l.t. bronze

A4 82.0232 2709 C349 (N) 97.84 0.02 0.10 0.9 copper
A4 90.0465 2709 sf  1161 (C&H) 98.58 – – 1.37 copper

B1 90.0523 2658 sf  1291 (C&H) 95.24 2.98 – 2.9 l.t. bronze
B1 90.0552 2658 sf  1341 (C&H) 90.86 5.79 – 2.45 bronze

C1 90.0192 2712 sf  423 (C&H) 90.99 1.72 4.69 0.55 brass

C3 90.0595 2694 sf  1439 (C&H) 94.87 4.83 – 2.4 bronze

C4 82.0225 2664 C309 (N) (18.65) (6.20) (0.06) 2.33 bronze?
C4 85.0106 2664 sf  91 (C&H) 99.73 – – 1.58 copper
C4 86.0085 2664 C357 (N) 97.94 1.46 0.03 2.33 l.t. bronze

C5 66.0113 2652 AGB29 (N) 98.34 1.04 0.07 4.36 l.t. bronze
C5 66.0114 2652 AGB30 (N) 99.00 0.66 0.07 5.22 copper

C6 90.0474 2691 sf  1190 (C&H) 94.06 1.68 3.73 1.3 brass
C6 90.0905 2691 sf  1882 (C&H) 89.83 0.93 8.35 1.95 brass
C6 90.0918 2691 sf  1934 (C&H) 92.43 1.71 5.46 1.5 brass

C7 90.0178 2697 sf  380 (C&H) 96.80 1.46 – 0.87 l.t. bronze

D1 90.0452 2667 sf  1137 (C&H) 93.56 6.27 – 2.95 bronze

E1 90.0184 2673 sf  394 (C&H) 99.54 – – 1.32 copper
E1 90.0295 2673 sf  716 (C&H) 99.65 – – 0.97 copper

F1 90.0273 2688 sf  673 (C&H) 95.74 0.86 2.80 1.3 brass
F1 90.0582 2688 sf  1403 (C&H) 87.17 0.67 11.06 1.45 brass

F2 61.0195 2679 C310 (N) 97.39 1.73 0.01 1.87 l.t. bronze
F2 90.0522 2679 sf  1290B (C&H) 99.01 0.68 – 1.37 copper

F3 90.0214 2685 sf  501 (C&H) 89.67 10.22 – 2.37 h.t. bronze
F3 90.0254 2685 sf  604 (C&H) 95.62 4.07 – 2.69 l.t. bronze
F3 90.0503 2685 sf  1259 (C&H) 81.75 8.92 – 2.2 bronze

F4 90.0202 2706 sf  453 (C&H) 97.79 – – 2.6 copper

Notes: Only the three main elements (copper, tin and zinc) are listed. The letters C&H and N in brackets after the 
registration number refer to Clogg and Haselgrove 1995 and Northover 1992 respectively. An analysis in brackets 
(…) indicates heavily corroded metal. One coin (90.0602) (Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 48, sf  1451) was omitted 
from the list, as it is attributable to ABC 2544 (LX21) and not ABC 2541 (LX22) as stated. The weight (1.62 g) 
given by Northover (1992, 295, C310) for F2 (61.0195) is mistaken, the correct weight being 1.87 g. L.t. and h.t. 
stand for low tin and high tin bronze.
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It is worth noting here that none of the issues belonging to the wider Tasciovanos complex 
(Andoco, Dias and Rues) were struck from pure copper. Clogg and Haselgrove felt that if  this 
move away from copper had chronological implications, it perhaps provided further support 
for the view that all these issues belong towards the end of Tasciovanos’ coinage.79 However, 
such a clear-cut division is not supported by Tasciovanos’s own bronzes, where copper issues 
appears to be the norm at the start of the series, but also occur amongst the remainder, includ-
ing some of the latest types. Evidently, more analytical data is required before the presently 
suspected trends can be confirmed and a clearer and more accurate picture emerges. On pres-
ent evidence it cannot be ruled out that the precise composition of some of the types may 
eventually turn out to be rather more variable than the small number of existing analyses 
would appear to suggest.

As brass was unknown in Britain before the Augustan period, the source of the brass used 
in the manufacture of these coins was probably the new brass coinage of Augustus, which 
must have been obtained from parts of the continent already under Roman control.80 One 
by-product of such a large scale importation of recently struck coinage would have been the 
introduction of a new range of classical themes, which must in turn have played an important 
part in the progressive Romanization of Tasciovanos’s later issues.81 

Metrology

From a metrological point of view, bronzes pose a particular challenge, due to being the only 
denomination apparently not struck to a tightly controlled weight standard. Consequently 
they exhibit unusually large discrepancies in weight, which are often further accentuated by 
extreme wear due to heavy circulation and/or a high incidence of corrosion from lengthy 
exposure to the plough soil. Depending on their alloy, other denominations may suffer from 
similar problems, but these are at their most extreme amongst the bronzes and, as we shall see, 
the issues of Tasciovanos are a good case in point. 

Having evaluated the bronzes from the Harlow temple finds, Allen concluded that there 
may have been two different weight standards in operation, one in the region of 2.2–2.5 g, the 
other noticeably lighter at 1.55–1.75 g. He also noted that not all of the coins conformed to 
these criteria and that the proportion of lightweight coins was high. Coins with the Verulamium 
legend for the most part belonged to the first group, while many of the coins with just a 
Tasciovanos legend fell into second. In Allen’s view, this did not imply that there were two 
distinct bronze denominations of similar size, ‘only that the denomination was issued at vary-
ing weight standards at different times or in different circumstances’. He also realized that 
Tasciovanos bronze issues included a number of smaller coins, which seemed to be halves of 
the heavier 2.2–2.5 g units and speculated that one coin weighing 0.90 g may represent a half  
unit of his lighter (1.55–1.75 g) standard.82   

Turning his attention to double unit C5 (ABC 2652), he was concerned that the small num-
ber of weights recorded at that time indicated a weight standard in excess of 5.00 g and spec-
ulated that the type may in fact represent a two and a half  denomination or that it was based 
on the new Augustan as, thus representing the equivalent of a Roman semis. However, present 
evidence based on a substantially increased number of recorded weights would suggest that 
C5 was struck to a target weight of around 5.00 g, about twice that of the average unit. 

Clogg and Haselgrove suspected that the situation might be more complex than Allen had 
anticipated and that we could well be dealing with distinct denominations.83 They identified 
two basic standards, the first at 2.4–2.45 g for coins made of bronze and a second, lighter 
standard of 1.5–1.75 g for coins struck in brass, both of which also had fractions. For the 
bronzes, C7 (ABC 2697) was seen to be an example of a half  unit, whereas C1 (ABC 2712) 

 79 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 55.
 80 Northover 1992, 264.
 81 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 56.
 82 Allen 1968, 2–3.
 83 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 56.
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fulfilled that role for the lighter brasses. As not all of  the coins fell into these two weight 
standards the authors raised the possibility of  an additional intermediate standard of  around 
1.9–2.0 g, which would then allow almost all the copper issues displaying particularly 
wide-ranging weights to be accommodated within the three groups. However, the authors 
conceded that the coins falling into this intermediate category were perhaps on balance 
unlikely to represent a different denomination and that Allen’s view, that weight standards 
may have varied depending on the circumstances, was most probably84correct.85

The usual method of calculating average weights is to include all examples of a particular 
type irrespective of condition, though sometimes excluding exceptionally worn examples or 
coins of unusually low weight. Such calculations tend to work tolerably well with gold and to 
a somewhat lesser extent also with silver issues. However, when this standard is applied to the 
much more variable bronzes, it is liable to distort the figures to quite a significant degree, 
resulting in a mean weight, which in almost all cases is significantly lower than the projected 
target weight. This differential can be accentuated further still by a shortage of recorded 
weights or a preponderance of coins of unusually high or low weight. In extreme cases the 
variations in weight, even within a specific type, can be substantial. Double unit C5 is a good 
example of this, with individual coins ranging from a low of 2.83 g to a high of 6.93 g: a dif-
ference well in excess of 100 per cent. When applied to an entire bronze coinage, the standard 
average weight calculation thus inevitably results in a wide range of individual mean weights, 
which in turn can lead to the creation of additional weight standards in order to accommo-
date them all. There is thus a danger of over-complicating what was most probably a relatively 
straightforward production process, as is indicated by the mint’s flexibility in the choice of the 
metal and the precise composition of the alloy.

The inherent discrepancy in weight between worn and/or corroded coins and largely pris-
tine examples is best illustrated by a direct comparison between casual finds and hoard coins. 

 84 Based on the metallurgical studies by Northover 1992 and Clogg and Haselgrove 1995. For a more precise analysis refer 
to Table 3.
 85 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 57.

TABLE 4. Average weights of Tasciovanos’s bronzes 

Type Composition84 No. of coins No. recorded  No. used in Mean weight 
  recorded with weight calculation

A1 copper 74 66 52 1.47
A2 copper/bronze 36 30 19 1.86
A3  ?  4  4  3 1.53
A4 (half  unit) copper 33 29 13 1.10
B1 bronze 54 47 15 2.56
B2 ? 14 13  5 2.47
C1 (half  unit) brass  14?  11?  1 1.33 
Var.2 (quarter unit?) ?   6?   5?  2 0.70
C2 ? 27 22 13 2.36
C3 bronze 28 27  9 2.42
C4 copper/bronze 26 21  9 2.36
C5 (double unit) copper/bronze 24 22 13 4.95
C6 brass 25 21  9 2.12
C7 (half  unit) bronze 15 13  8 1.20
D1 bronze 69 56 28 2.41
D2 ?  1  1  – –
E1 (half  unit) copper 12 11  5 1.60
E2 (half  unit) ? 14 12  9 1.27
F1 brass 33 29  3 2.03
F2 copper/bronze 96 85 29 2.08
F3 bronze 35 30  9 2.32
F4 copper  9  7  3 2.42

Note: Excluding all chipped, badly worn or corroded examples as well as coins of uncertain identification and 
unusually low weight.
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When studying Icenian Anted silver units (ABC 1642/1645), John Talbot found that the target 
weights based on hoard coins were on average considerably higher than the weights from 
casual losses. Whilst heavier examples of the latter, ranging from 1.09 to 1.19 g, came close to 
the target weight of approx. 1.24–1.25 g, there were many of the coins at or below 1.02 g.86 If  
representative, it would suggest that the difference between the standard average weight calcu-
lation and the actual target weight for Tasciovanos’s bronze types may be in the region of 
20–25 per cent and that consequently mean weights obtained by the standard method would 
have to be raised by a similar percentage in order to arrive at a realistic standard weight.

For the above reasons, I have decided to break with tradition and to use a different approach. 
This ensures that coins used in the calculation are selected on the basis of quality, ascertained 
by a visual inspection of the images, whilst also taking account of any reference to condition 
provided by the Oxford Celtic Coin Index. It excludes all chipped, heavily worn or corroded 
examples as well as coins of uncertain identification and unusually low weight. Conversely 
and for consistency’s sake, it also excludes those coins of good weight, but in poor condition. 
Of necessity, such an approach rules out a sizeable proportion of the recorded weights, which 
in a number of instances is in excess of 50% and in some extreme cases (types C1 and F1) 
amounts to around 90 per cent of all recorded weights. Whilst this approach may be considered 
unorthodox and lacks statistical validity, I believe it provides a more realistic and ultimately 
more meaningful result than the standard method of calculation and thus offers a better chance 
of determining the target weight of a specific type or group (Table 4). 

The early date of A1 (Allen’s British Lx 22), suggested by the lack of an inscription and its 
archaic iconography, is further reinforced by the type’s average weight, which at 1.47 g is not 
much more than that of the later half-units. Despite its low weight however, A1 is likely to have 
been conceived as a full bronze unit and was most probably one of the very first bronzes pro-
duced in the North Thames region. Three comparable and perhaps even slightly earlier bronzes 
(ABC 2538, 2544 and 2547) attributed to Addedomaros, are also of a similar low weight. 

As the striking of presumably low value bronzes was a relatively new concept, it seems likely 
that the weight standard of around 1.50 g adopted at the outset was largely experimental. 
Once the bronze unit had become accepted by the wider public and demand for it continued 
to grow, the tribal authorities decided to raise its profile further, by first adding a half  unit 
(and perhaps even a quarter unit) and for a brief  period also a double unit. However, when 
trying to balance the correct weight differential between the denominations with a realistic 
flan sizes and a simple and efficient production process, it quickly became apparent that the 
original target weight for the standard bronze unit of c.1.50 g was set too low. As a result, the 
weight of the next issue (A2) rose by about 25–30 per cent to around 1.90 g. This was followed 
by A3 (the CAMLV type), which as we have already seen is something of an enigma. It looks 
at present as if  its weight of around 1.50 g may have been based on that of A1 – in which case 
it might be a very early issue indeed – but with only a handful of examples on record there is 
a need to exercise caution. Alternatively, it may represent a half  unit although its weight and 
archaic style would seem to suggest otherwise. What little reliable weight information we have, 
suggests that from type B1 onwards the target weight for bronze units was around 2.40–2.50 
g, with the one double unit (C3) at 4.80 g to 5.00 g and half  units, also in line with expecta-
tions, at around 1.20–1.30 g. A curious situation arises with regard to C1 (ABC 2712), which 
is now thought to consist of two separate types, both of which possess stylistically distinct 
obverses. The first, featuring a Roman-style portrait, has a weight of around 1.30 g to 1.40 g 
and is clearly intended as a half  unit. The second (var.2), which shows a Romanised head 
wearing a hat, seems to weigh in the region of 0.60–0.90 g and could conceivably represent a 
further fraction, perhaps equating to a quarter unit. At present we only have two good quality 
examples of var.2, though some of the poorer examples of C1, all of which are of similarly 
low weight, are also likely to belong here. 

Towards the end of the series there is some evidence for a brief  reduction in weight to just 
above 2.00 g. F1 in particular shows large fluctuations in weight and seems unable to make up 

 86 John Talbot, pers. comm.
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its mind whether it is a half  or full unit. It has a mean weight of 2.03 g based on just three 
good examples while its companion type F2 has a weight of 2.08 g based on a more represent-
ative twenty-nine coins. Curiously, the average weights of F3 (nine examples) and F4 (three 
examples) are back at 2.32 g and 2.42 g respectively. The reasons for this apparent blip in the 
weight standard at the start of group F are not clear, though in the case of F1 they could well 
be related to the use of brass. In any case, with so few well preserved coins of good weight in 
our database, it would be unwise to speculate further.

Contexts

Contextual information relating to late Iron Age coins is regrettably extremely rare. Despite 
around a quarter of the total of 649 coins listed in the gazetteer having been found in archae-
ological excavation (Table 5), any information that might assist in a more precise dating of the 
various types is only notable by its absence. Equally, those coins that have been published offer 
little, if  any, information that might help us to untangle the elaborate puzzle that is presented 
by the Tasciovanos complex. 

The excavations at the Romano-British temple at Harlow in Essex, where up to 1985 a total 
of 224 coins had been found, go some way towards illustrating the problem. Of the 123 coins 
from stratigraphically closed contexts, 64 (52 per cent) were found in contexts pre-dating the 
first masonry phase.87 Although all the coins were meticulously recorded, it remains unclear 
how many bronzes of Tasciovanos and of what particular types were discovered in this earli-
est pre-Flavian context. Yet, even if  the information were available, it would most probably be 
of little assistance in a more accurate dating and chronological sequencing of the coins. 

On the strength of the Harlow temple finds, Allen proposed a relative chronology for 
Tasciovanos’s bronzes into six groups, based on the various legends and legend combinations, 
or lack thereof. His order of types appears almost entirely based on typological and stylistic 
considerations rather than any contextual information gleaned from the temple excavation 

 87 Fitzpatrick 1985, 56.

TABLE 5. Coins found in excavation (listing only the major assemblies and excluding uncertain records)

 Type Baldock Braughing Harlow Odell Puckeridge St. Albans 
  Herts Herts Essex Beds Herts Herts

 A1 1  7  2
 A2   6  1
 A3 1
 A4 1 2 5 1
 B1 1  4  2
 B2  1 4
 C1   2
 C2 1  3
 C3   1
 C4   4 2
 C5   5
 C6   9
 C7 2  3  1
 D1 2  16 1 1 1
 D2
 E1   7
 E2   1
 F1 1  11  2 3
 F2 2 2 12 1 5
 F3   8 1  1
 F4   1
 Total 12 5 109 6 14 5
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itself. The excavation report itself  freely admits that, while Allen’s sequence is plausible on 
numismatic grounds, ‘because of the nature of the contexts from which the coins were exca-
vated it is not possible to assess these propositions on stratigraphical grounds’.88 Nevertheless, 
Allen’s wholly numismatically derived classification of Tasciovanos and Cunobelinus bronzes 
became an integral part of the excavation report and has for many years remained the generally 
accepted order, a testament to his exceptional skills and insights as a numismatist. It is an indi-
cation that detailed numismatic study, rather than archaeology, is the most likely discipline to 
disentangle the inherent complexities of Tasciovanos’s bronze issues and in time establish an 
acceptable chronological framework for the series. 

The Braughing-Puckeridge and Ermine Street excavations, which are also the source of a 
good number of coins in the gazetteer, are equally problematic with very few of the coins prop-
erly or meaningfully stratified.89 At the Skeleton Green site, ‘the most striking feature is the 
absolute dominance of developed Phase 7 (Tasciovanus – Verulamium legends) coins. Allowing 
a time-lag for deposition, their date range of 5 ± 10 bc–ad 10 ± 10 closely matches the late 
Augustan-earlier Tiberian emphasis of the imported fineware assemblage’.90 It would appear 
that the finds at Skeleton Green included types F2 (ABC 2679) and possibly A1 (ABC 2541) 
and A4 (ABC 2709), whereas B2 (ABC 2661) was found on another site within the Braughing-
Puckeridge complex. It remains unclear however if  these examples originated from any strati-
fied context. At the time of publication in 1988, more coins bearing Tasciovanos and associated 
legends had been found at Braughing-Puckeridge than at any other site, yet the accompanying 
information is so scanty and imprecise that it is of little help in relative chronology terms.  

It is equally regrettable that few, if  any, coins unearthed by metal detectorists come with any 
kind of contextual information and this is particularly the case with often badly worn or cor-
roded bronzes, which are perceived as having limited interest and little commercial value. Even 
if  such information existed in the first instance, it is highly unlikely to survive beyond the first 
owner.

Another potential source of contextual information might be hoards, but unlike later 
Roman bronzes, Iron Age and specifically Tasciovanos bronzes rarely feature in these. None 
of the recorded assemblies are likely to form part of a hoard, except for two coins from Princes 
Risborough (Bucks) belonging to type C5 (83.0268 and 86.0069) and possibly a coin of type 
C3 (98.1997).

In addition to the excavated coins, there are a number of sites that have yielded multiple 
finds of Tascovanos bronzes. Both Braughing and Puckeridge have produced around thirty 
finds each, an indication of the importance of these sites in the late first century bc and first 
quarter of the first century ad, after which they experienced a sharp decline.91 There are also 
seventeen additional records from Harlow, although the majority of these consist of casual 
finds from the temple site. Another well-known site, Great Chesterford, has yielded around 
ten Tasciovanos bronzes, as has an unidentified site at Ware, which may well be synonymous 
with Braughing/Puckeridge (Table 6).

If we add the excavated and non-excavated assemblies together, it becomes clear that the 
major sites like Harlow, Baldock and Braughing/Puckeridge/Ware have yielded the majority of 
bronze types from the start of group A to near the end of group F, suggesting that they may 
have been occupied throughout the whole of Tasciovanos’s  reign. The most remarkable of 
these is Harlow temple, which has produced an almost entire range of his bronze issues, safe for 
type A3 (CAMLV) and the at present unique D2. St. Albans, Tasciovanos’s capital and pre-
sumed main mint stands out for the paucity of finds, with only a handful of recorded coins and 
groups A, C, D and E almost entirely missing and only group F reasonably well represented.  

 88 Fitzpatrick 1985, 60.
 89 Haselgrove 1988, 21.
 90 Haselgrove 1988, 23–5.
 91 Haselgrove 1988, 26–7.
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Distribution

As one might have reasonably expected, the overall distribution of Tasciovanos’s bronzes 
closely mirrors that of his silver,92 whilst at the same time having the added benefit of a sub-
stantially increased number of provenances. Like the silver, it is firmly centred on the 
Catuvellaunian core, with the river Thames forming an effective barrier that is only rarely 
breached. One notable exception is a concentration of findspots in north-west Kent to which 
we will return in due course. To the north are just a handful of finds from the western part of 
the Icenian territory. There are also relatively few findspots in Essex, suggesting that the 
Trinovantes remained a separate and independent entity at this stage (Fig. 9). 

Four discrete areas of distribution can be determined from the general distribution chart, 
with the three main ones also readily identifiable on many of the individual maps. Taken at 
face value, they would appear to support the existence of separate tribal groups within the 
Catuvellauni as a whole and may correspond to the socio-economic zones tentatively sug-
gested by Professor Cunliffe for Tasciovanos and some of his contemporaries.93 Three of these 
are of a substantial size with the forth, located south of the Thames, considerably smaller 
(Fig. 10). The first and largest concentration is centred on the Catuvellaunian heartland, con-
sisting of Hertfordshire, east Bedfordshire, southern Cambridgeshire and extending into west-
ern Essex. There is a second major concentration of findspots to the north-west, which 
includes much of Northamptonshire and extends into north Buckinghamshire and north 
Bedfordshire. A third sizeable conglomeration occurs in the upper Thames region, comprising 
Oxfordshire, Berkshire and south Buckinghamshire. The fourth much smaller area is in north-
west Kent, with a tiny outlier in east Kent, perhaps suggesting that Tasciovanos was in the 
process of establishing a foothold in that county.

 92 Kretz 2006, 199.
 93 Cunliffe 1981, 29–39.

TABLE 6. Multiple finds of Tasciovanos bronzes

Type Baldock Braughing Evenley Great  Harlow Puckeridg St Albans Ware 
 Herts Herts Northants Chesterford Essex Herts Herts Herts 
    Essex

A1  7 1 1  7 1 2
A2  1   2
A3
A4 1 1  2  2
B1  7 1 1 3  2 1
B2       1
C1  1 1 1  2  1
C2  1  1  2
C3  2
C4    1 3   1
C5     2 1  1
C6 1  1  1 1  2
C7      2  1
D1 1 2 2 1  1
D2
E1 1 1
E2     1 1
F1  2   1 1  1
F2  4 2 2 3 9 3
F3  3  1 1 1 1
F4
Total 4 32 8 11 17 30 8 10

Note: Due to the number of records Table 6 only includes the larger assemblies and those relating to the excavated 
sites shown in Table 5
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Between these four clearly identifiable distribution clusters are swathes of land where the 
finds are noticeably scarcer or missing altogether. Whether this reflects the reality of settlement 
patterns on the ground during the late Iron Age, or is simply the result of differing intensities 
of metal detecting across the various counties, is difficult to establish. Assuming that the for-
mer is the case, it is tempting to speculate that such distinctive distribution clusters may be 
indicative of the existence of some larger, but unrecorded, tribal divisions within the 
Catuvellauni. Such tribal sub-groups may have formed part of an alliance under a paramount 
ruler (Tasciovanos), while still retaining a degree of independence and control over their own 
internal affairs. This would go some way towards explaining the suspected existence of petty 
kings such as Andoco, Dias and perhaps even Rues and Sego under the one supreme ruler. 
Although an attractive proposition, it is not without its problems, because when the distribu-
tion chart for Tasciovanos’s silver is superimposed over that of the bronze, the previously 
largely empty corridors between the various assemblies start to fill up and become less obvious. 
The theory may still hold true however, because the four identified areas remain substantially 
intact and recognizable. 

Tasciovanos’s silver shows a similar concentration on the Hertfordshire core, is well repre-
sented in Northamptonshire and Oxfordshire and even has a few findspots in northwest Kent. 
In addition, it also shows a pronounced cluster of finds to the west of (and including) 
Verulamium, thus effectively forming a bridge between the Catuvellaunian core and the 
Oxfordshire/Berkshire assembly, an area from where bronze finds are mostly absent.94

The distribution by inscription is based on Allen’s division of Tasciovanos’s bronzes found 
at Harlow temple, which continues to remain a valid means of grouping and analysing his 
bronze coinage.95 One aim of the present study was to ascertain whether the plethora of dif-
ferent legends, from uninscribed to the combined legends TASC/VER and TASC/CAMLV 

 94 This same area has also produced the greatest number of findspots for DIAS silver.
 95 Allen 1967, table 2.

Fig. 9. General distribution of Tasciovanos’s bronze 
coinage

Fig. 10. Suggested tribal sub-groups and socio-economic 
zones
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and finally to TASC or VER inscribed types, 
had any bearing on their patterns of distribu-
tion (Fig. 11). Expectations had been raised 
by a recent analysis of Cunobelinus’s silver 
based on a variety of legends. This had iden-
tified relatively well differentiated distribu-
tion areas for the issues with just Cunobelinus’s 
name and those carrying additional references 
to Tasciovanos or Camulodunum, thereby 
throwing new light on the organisation of his 
mint.96 Regrettably, such trends were for the 
most part much less obvious in a similar study 
carried out on Tasciovanos’s silver.97 It had 
been hoped that a study of the more common 
and plentiful bronzes would offer a greater 
insight into the reasons behind the apparent 
sub-divisions within Tasciovanos’s base metal 
coinage, but this expectation has only partially 
been fulfilled.

Not surprisingly, the uninscribed and com-
bined TASC/VER legends appear to have the 
most general distributions, though the latter 
is also notable for a number of findspots in 
Kent. The rare TASC/CAMLV type on the 
other hand is mainly found along the eastern 
fringes of the Catuvellaunian territory, but 
with just four provenanced coins in Fig. 11 
there is need to exercise caution. 

It had been expected that of all the recorded legends those inscribed either TASC or VER 
might throw up the greatest differences in terms of their distributions, but the evidence is not 
clear-cut. Like the already mentioned uninscribed and TAS/VER varieties, the TASC and 
VER types also occur side by side in the core area. Those inscribed TASC seem to have their 
main distribution in the Catuvellaunian heartland and in north-west Kent, with relatively few 
finds elsewhere. The apparent connection between the TASC legend and Kent also receives 
some support from those bronzes featuring the combined TASC/VER legend and the TASC 
inscribed silver.98 It may be an indication that for reasons of propaganda the ruler’s name was 
considered of paramount importance. By contrast, those types inscribed VER, whilst very 
common in the core area, also display a decidedly western distribution, stretching in a wide 
band all the way from Berkshire and Oxfordshire in the south to Northamptonshire in the 
north, areas where coins inscribed TASC are relatively uncommon. Although there is not the 
kind of strict division here that is found within Cunobelinus’s legends, initial indications 
appear to suggest that the issues inscribed VER have a central and western bias, whilst those 
inscribed TASC are mainly concentrated in the core area and in Kent (Fig. 12). It raises the 
tantalizing prospect of the mint (or mints) aiming certain issues at specific regions, thus hint-
ing at a more sophisticated production and distribution process than the seemingly chaotic 
plethora of different types and legend combinations would at first suggest.

The individual distributions of the six groups of Tasciovanos’s bronze by and large repeat 
the same overall pattern shown on the general distribution map (Fig. 9), the degree of varia-
tion usually commensurate with the number of recorded findspots. They generally show a 
distribution firmly centred on the Catuvellaunian heartland, together with two other sizeable 

 96 de Jersey 2001, fig. 14.
 97 Kretz 2006, 199–2001, fig. 16.
 98 Kretz 2006, Fig. 16.

Fig. 11. Distribution of Tasciovanos bronzes by 
inscription – uninscribed, TASC/VER, TASC/CAMLV
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concentrations in Oxfordshire/Berkshire and Northamptonshire. Group A, representing the 
earliest phase of the bronze coinage, is a good example of this pattern. The uninscribed A1 
appears to have a more even and widespread distribution than many of the other types, includ-
ing some findspots in Trinovantian and Icenian territory, but this may simply reflect the unus-
ually large number of provenances. A2, the first issue to combine Tasciovanos’s name with that 
of his capital, already shows the tripartite division referred to above, while A3 displays a distinct 
bias towards the neighbouring Trinovantes. A4 by contrast displays a distinctly central and 
north-western distribution. At this early stage in the production we have only a single record 
from Verulamium, whilst Braughing, Puckeridge and Harlow already feature prominently 
amongst the provenances (Fig. 13). 

B1 again shows the typical tripartite pattern (Fig. 14). Its close variant B2 has just a hand-
ful of  findspots in the core area and south of  the Thames, thus hinting at the possibility that 
the two types may have been intended for use in different regions. As there is some degree of 
confusion over the identification of  these two types, more reliable findspots are needed, par-
ticularly for B2, in order to clarify the situation. Verulamium is again represented, but only 
with three finds.

Group C, by far the most numerous of the six groups, mostly features variations on the 
general distribution pattern (Fig. 15). Its constituent types usually have a good concentration 
of finds in the core area, but occasionally, as illustrated by C4 and C5, show a more widely 
scattered distribution. Some of the types possess few findspots outside the core area but this 
may well be due to a lack of provenances. It is also worth noting that Group C, despite its 
large size, does not contains a single find from Verulamium.

Group D, consisting almost entirely of one type (D1), is widely and evenly distributed 
across all three main distribution areas, including a single record from Verulamium. D2 is 
known from just one example found in Tring, Hertfordshire (Fig. 16).

Fig. 12. Distribution of Tasciovanos bronzes by 
inscription – TASC, VER

Fig. 13. Distribution of Group A coins
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Fig. 14. Distribution of Group B coins Fig. 15. Distribution of Group C coins

Fig. 16. Distribution of Group D coins Fig. 17. Distribution of Group E coins
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The rather curious E1 and uninscribed E2 
are distributed in a thin band from Harlow, 
Essex through to Northamptonshire, with 
just the odd peripheral find (Fig. 17). 

Group F is one of contrasts. Types F2 
and F3 are distributed across much of the 
range, whereas F1 and F4 show a much 
more restricted pattern (Fig. 18). In F1’s 
case, this is largely confined to the core area, 
whereas F4 shows a distinct bias towards 
the river Thames and Kent beyond. Of the 
eight provenanced coins, one was found at 
Harlow temple (Essex), one in south-east 
Essex, another at Kew Bridge, London and 
four or possibly five south of the river in 
north-west Kent. Perhaps significantly, 
Group F is the first and only one of the six 
groups to strongly feature Verulamium 
amongst its provenances. In doing so, it 
directly mirrors the situation in Tasciovanos’s 
silver coinage where group D and E are also 
the first to show an increased number of 
finds in and around the Catuvellaunian 
capital.99

Discussion

This study aims to add another chapter to our still superficial understanding of Tasciovanos’s 
coinage by focussing on those bronzes widely believed to be directly associated with this ruler. 
In order to keep its scope within manageable proportions, it thus excludes the closely related 
issues inscribed ANDOCO, DIAS, SEGO and RVES. However, as all of these coinages form 
an integral part of the wider Tasciovanos complex, I should perhaps commence by attempting 
to place them all into some form of context. 

Present evidence suggests that Andoco, whose coinage appears to be centred on Hertfordshire, 
may have been a co-ruler or petty king who controlled a small portion of the Catuvellaunian 
territory under the overlordship of Tasciovanos. His handsome coinage in gold, silver and 
bronze is thought to be broadly contemporary with Tasciovanos’s second stater series (ABC 
2562–2571).100 The issues inscribed DIAS on the other hand constitute a relatively small coin-
age of just silver and bronze centred on Verulamium.101 He may have briefly succeeded 
Tasciovanos prior to Cunobelinus amalgamating the Catuvellaunian and Trinovantian king-
doms into one. The jury is still out on SEGO, which may represent a personal name, a mint 
signature, or perhaps even an epithet meaning ‘victory’ or ‘the victorious’.102 Sego issues were 
struck in gold, silver and bronze and are heavily concentrated on east Kent. Except for a lack 
of findspots in north-west Kent and fewer provenances in Northamptonshire, the issues 
inscribed RVES show a similar tripartite distribution pattern to those of Tasciovanos. If  
RVES represents a person, he might have been a member of the Catuvellaunian ruling elite 
authorized to strike a low-value bronze coinage of just four types, which closely resemble 
Tasciovanos’s own issues. Alternatively, it could be a cognomen meaning ‘red-haired’ or ‘ruddy 

 99 Kretz 2006, 200–1, Figs 22 and 23.
 100 Kretz 2002, 271.
 101 Kretz 2006, 200, Fig. 17.
 102 Kretz 2006, 194–6. 

Fig. 18. Distribution of Group F coins
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of complexion’,103 though it should be noted that there are no known parallels for this type of 
arrangement.

In order to gain a better understanding of the complex situation in the North Thames 
region in the final decades of the first century bc, it is necessary to start with Tasciovanos’s 
probable predecessor Addedomaros, who for many years had been associated with the 
Trinovantes, but in the last decade was increasingly being seen as a potential Catuvellaunian 
ruler.104 Based on the recently revised chronology for Addedomaros’s gold, which places ABC 
2508 first and ABC 2517 last,105 together with the most up to date findspot information, it now 
looks as if  Addedomaros may indeed have been of eastern origin, either Trinovantian or from 
an unknown tribe located somewhere between the Catuvellauni and Trinovantes.106 Assuming 
that the new order is correct, the distribution of Addedomaros’s final ‘Spiral’ stater suggests 
that he had succeeded in extending his influence across much of what is commonly held to be 
Catuvellaunian territory. Whilst this does not necessarily imply that he was in direct control 
of the Catuvellauni, I believe the density of findspots indicates that he may have ruled at least 
a portion of that kingdom. 

The noticeable lack of  Verulamium provenances among the early silver107 and bronze 
(Figs 13, 14, 15 and 16), and the fact that references to his capital/mint do not appear on his 
gold (ABC 2568 and 2598) and silver issues (ABC 2619, 2622 and 2625) until around midway 
through his coinage, may point to Tasciovanos having started his reign at an earlier strong-
hold. Although the evidence from the bronze issues – the very early A2 type already carries the 
legend VERL – would appear contradictory, the explanation may lie in the precious metal 
coinage commencing ahead of the bronze. In any case, the appearance of the mintmark VER 
(or variations thereof) part way through Tasciovanos’s reign is proof that by this stage 
Verulamium had been firmly adopted as his capital, although how well established the new 
settlement was at this point in time remains open to question. The paucity of finds suggests that 
it had not yet evolved into the important political and economic centre it was later to become, 
a view supported by Wheeler, who concluded that the intensive pre-Roman occupation of the 
site only commenced c.15–1 bc.108 

Wheeler proposed that an earlier fortified site at Wheathampstead was abandoned in the 
late first century bc in favour of the settlement at Prae Wood on the high ground overlooking 
the valley of the river Ver. Ever since his findings were published in 1936, Wheathampstead 
has generally been regarded as the immediate predecessor of Verulamium, although doubts 
have been raised since as to whether it even constitutes a major enclosed settlement.109 
Following a more recent re-examination the available evidence, Haselgrove and Millett con-
cluded that the occupation unearthed by Wheeler at Wheathampstead ‘probably dates to the 
earlier first century BC, thus creating a significant chronological gap between it and Prae 
Wood’.110 Commenting on Prae Wood itself, they felt that the occupation of this site was 
unlikely to have began prior to the early first century ad,111 which in my view seems a little too 
late for the VER inscribed issues.

If  we accept that Tasciovanos may have commenced his rule at an earlier stronghold, where 
might this have been located? As we have already seen, there remains some doubt about it 
being Wheathampstead, which is also reinforced by a noticeable lack of provenances among 
the earliest bronze types. Haselgrove has speculated that although Braughing/Puckeridge has 
no known association with any named ruler, the numismatic and archaeological evidence sug-
gests that it was one of the most important settlements in the South East at the start of the 
first century ad and that therefore Braughing, rather than Wheathampstead, may be the true 

 103 Kretz 2007, 16.
 104 de Jersey 2005a, 3; Cottam et al. 2010, 126.
 105 Cottam et al., 2010.
 106 J. Sills, pers. comm.
 107 Kretz 2006, 202.
 108 Wheeler and Wheeler 1936, 41–6.
 109 Saunders 1982.
 110 Haselgrove and Millett 1997, 287.
 111 Haselgrove and Millett 1997, 287.
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precursor of Tasciovanos’s Verulamium.112 His alternative interpretation of the evidence 
receives considerable support from the findspot evidence, where Braughing/Puckeridge crops 
up amongst many of the early bronze types and particularly A1, whilst also continuing to 
feature prominently among many of the later groups (Table 6, p. 29). If  Braughing/Puckeridge’s 
capital status really was transferred to Verulamium, it must have continued its role as a major 
regional and economic centre at least till the end of Tasciovanos’s reign. 

If  this view of Braughing/Puckeridge’s former importance is correct, it follows that it  most 
probably contained an active mint. If  so, there must be a good chance that all the early issues 
of Tasciovanos’s gold, silver and to a lesser degree bronze may have been struck there. Taken 
together with the evidence that second coinage staters and quarter staters were probably struck 
at two different mints,113 it may suggest that Braughing was – and continued to be – a major 
centre for coin production even after the Verulamium mint had come on stream. How many 
of the bronze issues might have been struck at Braughing is difficult to guess, but it is just 
possible that all uninscribed types as well as those lacking the VER mintmark, making up 
around half  of the total production, may potentially originate there.  

There is today a general consensus amongst numismatists that Addedomaros was the first 
North Thames ruler to place his name on the coinage, and that by implication at least the early 
part of his coinage must predate that of Tasciovanos. With Addedomaros’s coinage divided 
into three distinct series (ABC 2508/2511, 2514 and 2517), this raises the question as to pre-
cisely how much of it predates Tasciovanos, and at what point the latter is likely to have become 
a major contender for the control of the North Thames region. Unfortunately, the numismatic 
evidence is of limited help here, because although both series are ultimately descended from 
late Whaddon Chase gold (Allen’s British Lb), typologically and stylistically they share rela-
tively little common ground. The one exception are two quarter staters (ABC 2583 and 2529), 
one issued by Addedomaros, the other by Tasciovanos, featuring almost identical quatrefoil 
obverses.

On the basis that Addedomaros’s coinage is likely to be the more senior, it must have been 
Tasciovanos’s mint doing the borrowing. If we accept the revised order put forward in Ancient 
British Coins,114 Addedomaros’s ‘quatrefoil’ quarter stater (ABC 2529) forms part of his third 
and final series, whereas Tasciovanos’s version of the same design belongs to the early part of 
his first coinage.115 The earliest Tasciovanos could therefore have emerged as a major force in 
the area would have been part way through Addedomaros’s third and final coinage. 
Unfortunately, we can only guess at the nature of the relationship between the three principal 
players and the events that followed Addedomaros’s demise, but a reasonable guess would be 
that his kingdom was divided between his heirs, with Tasciovanos taking control of the western 
half, while Dubnovellaunos inherited the eastern portion. 

 My slight concern with this hypothesis is that of Addedomaros’s three coinages only the 
first, centred on the ‘floral spiral’ stater (ABC 2508/2511), looks convincingly archaic, suggest-
ing that it might have been struck before any of Tasciovanos’s issues. The same cannot be said 
for the remainder where the complex design of Tasciovanos’s very first stater issue (ABC 2550) 
looks at least as antiquated, if  not more so, than Addedomaros’s two subsequent stater types 
(ABC 2514 and 2517). Appearances can of course be misleading, but at this stage I remain 
cautious about basing an important chronological marker largely on the typological evidence 
from a shared quarter stater design.

Many of the earliest British bronzes have affinities with post-war Gaulish issues, which were 
imported in some numbers at this time and must have provided the stimulus for the indigenous 
production.116 It therefore comes as no surprise that a very early British issue like the Chichester 
Cock (ABC 737) was struck close to the south coast.117 The situation north of the Thames is 

 112 Haselgrove 1988, 28.
 113 Kretz 2001a, 8; Kretz 2001b, 235.
 114 Cottam et al. 2000, 126–7.
 115 Kretz 2001a, 6–7.
 116 Haselgrove 1993, 43.
 117 Cottam 1999, 15.
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a little less clear. There are a small number of uncertain types, namely ABC 2312, 2315 and 
2318, thought to originate in the Essex/Suffolk region, which may eventually prove to be the 
earliest North Thames bronzes. The striking of bronzes in the more westerly part of this 
region probably commenced round about the same time or perhaps a little later, the earliest 
issues being those of Addedomaros. Cottam et al. list a total of four bronze types for this 
ruler,118 one of which (ABC 2541) I have here re-attributed to Tasciovanos. Only one of the 
remaining three actually carries Addedomaros’s name, while two others can be reasonably 
argued to belong to him on stylistic grounds. Of these three bronzes, two are classed as ‘exces-
sively rare’ and only one (ABC 2544) is relatively common with ninety-one recorded examples. 
It illustrates that bronze coins represented a new and still unfamiliar concept at this early 
stage. 

Most, if  not all, of Tasciovanos’s earliest issues (group A) were struck from virtually pure 
copper (Table 3, p. 23). It suggests that this metal was readily available and, despite its inherent 
softness, was considered suitable for the production of a base metal coinage. Interestingly, 
copper issues also occur throughout some of the other groups and even amongst what are 
considered to be Tasciovanos’s latest issues (F2 and F4). This lack of consistency makes it 
unlikely that the periodic switch to bronze alloys resulted from a desire to improve the wear 
resistance of the coins themselves. The answer may simply be that copper stocks were on occa-
sions running low and tin was added simply to increase the overall volume of available metal. 
Curiously three of the types (C1, C6 and F1) were made of brass, the source of which were 
most probably melted down Augustan or Gallo-Roman brass issues. This seemingly random 
use of different metals and alloys strongly suggests that the composition of the coins was not 
considered of crucial importance and depended largely on the metal stocks available at the 
time of striking.119

In order to calculate the mint’s target weight for the various bronze issues, it was decided 
that this study should focus solely on those coins which are well preserved and of good weight, 
of which there are but few. This admittedly unorthodox approach has the advantage of weed-
ing out all those substandard coins that would normally be included in a conventional mean 
weight calculation, thereby producing a more representative and in my view meaningful result. 
There appears to have been a brief  period of uncertainty at the start of the series (group A), 
when the average weight rose quickly from c.1.50 g to close to 2.00 g, but this was short lived. 
From group B onwards, the weight standard levelled out at around 2.40–2.50 g, with the dou-
ble unit (C3) at 4.80 g to 5.00 g and half  units at around 1.20–1.30 g. Whilst these individual 
weight ranges convey the impression of a well organised and highly efficient production pro-
cess, this is not borne out by the resulting coins. These show that the mint’s adherence to the 
respective target weights for bronze issues was lax in the extreme and that as a result individual 
weights oscillated wildly. 

Haselgrove has pointed out, that ‘Iron Age gold and base metal coinages had rather differ-
ent distributions, which implies that they were used for largely separate purposes’.120 Whereas 
gold tends to have a relatively uniform distribution, struck bronzes are generally concentrated 
on the nucleated settlements, thus implying a market function. Although some dispersal to 
lesser sites would have inevitably taken place, it is likely that the majority of bronzes remained 
close to their centre of use.121 As monetary offerings at temple sites appear to have been a pri-
marily Roman custom, a notion reinforced by the late deposition date for the bronze coins at 
Harlow temple,122 the intended role for bronze coins in late Iron Age society must predomi-
nantly – though not exclusively – have been one of  facilitating small scale transactions, in 
much the same way they have done ever since. It seems likely that the coins were issued by the 
Catuvellaunian tribal hierarchy, either in the form of gifts or payment for goods or services, 
before being gradually dispersed amongst the wider population, particularly in the larger 

 118 Cottam et al. 2010, 127.
 119 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 59.
 120 Haselgrove 1992, 127–8; 1993, 48.
 121 Haselgrove 1992, 132; 1993, 48.
 122 Haselgrove 1989a, 86.
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settlements. Their low nominal value together with society’s growing need for a user-friendly 
alternative to barter ensured that this at the time novel concept gained rapidly in popularity, 
culminating in a wide range of different types and the striking of tens of thousands of bronze 
coins in at least two, but sometimes three or possibly even four denominations in quick suc-
cession. An important secondary function appears to have been the use of bronze coins for 
votive purposes. Curtis has shown that there was a strong connection between coin deposition 
and ritual practices and that many of the coin producing sites contained religious elements.123

With the exception of type A1, none of the Tasciovanos bronzes portray the same anti-
quated features as his earliest silver (ABC 2604 and 2607), an indication that the striking of 
silver may have commenced ahead of the bronze. Group A is one of the most cohesive and 
almost certainly the earliest of the six groups, featuring strongly Celticized bearded heads on 
the obverse and depictions of everyday livestock on the reverse. A1, A2 and possibly A3 
(should it prove to be a full unit) are all of comparatively low weight, which fits in with the 
early date.124 A2 was probably the first bronze issue to carry the legend VER, while A4 is likely 
to represent the first of the half  units, although its weight at 1.10 g is higher than one might 
have expected at this early stage. 

A3 is part of one of the unsolved mysteries of this period, namely the existence of a small 
bi-metallic, three denominational coinage, carrying the name of Tasciovanos together with 
the mint signature CAMVL, in this instance corrupted to CAMLV. It has long been accepted 
that the CAMVL gold issues belong to the early part of Tasciovanos’s coinage, and this is 
reaffirmed here by the antiquated nature of the A3 design. As there is no findspot evidence to 
support an even temporary occupation of Camulodunum at present, we have to look for an 
explanation for the CAMVL series elsewhere and the answer to the conundrum must lie some-
where within Tasciovanos’s early rule. If  we are right in assuming that on Addedomaros’s 
death his kingdom was divided up between Tasciovanos and Dubnovellaunos, it seems unlikely 
that this would have happened entirely amicably and there is every chance that one or the 
other of the two parties would have felt aggrieved about some aspect of the deal. Although 
entirely speculative, I wonder if  Tasciovanos perhaps resented the loss of the Trinovantian 
territories and decided to lay claim to them by striking the CAMVL series, whilst also prepar-
ing to back this up with military action. Perhaps in the event some unforeseen difficulties 
arose, forcing him to abandon his plans and thereby ensuring that Camulodunum was not 
heard of again until Cunobelinus took control of it in the early years of the first century ad. Of 
the CAMVL issues originally struck, most were probably quickly melted down and re-coined, 
helping to explain the extreme rarity of these types (ABC 2559, 2589 and 2670) today. 

Group B consists of a single type struck with two alternative reverse legends – VER and 
TAS – and typologically falls between the early Celtic head issues and the succeeding Roman 
head types. It is probably the first bronze issue to portray a classical theme (Hippocamp) on 
its reverse, a fashion that from there on was to become increasingly common. The different 
legends suggest that B1 and B2 may originally have been aimed at different regions, but with 
doubts remaining about many of the identifications it would be folly to pursue this line of 
enquiry further. 

Of the six groups, C is by far the most numerous, containing at least seven and quite possi-
bly as many as eight types in total, including four full units, one double unit, two half  units 
and perhaps also a quarter unit. All feature native renditions of Republican or Augustan coin 
portraits on their obverses, with the reverses ranging from hunting (boar) and farming themes 
(ram, calf) to a carnyx wielding horseman and finally classical subjects such as Pegasus and 
lion. Putting the seven types into a tentative chronological order is a problematic undertaking 
and ultimately a matter of personal interpretation. I have decided to rank those types whose 
obverses appear to be based on issues of Mark Antony first. They are followed by others 
where the prototype is less clear or which are thought to have been modelled on Augustan 
portraits. It is a similar situation with the reverses, where the more traditional themes of the 

 123 Curtis 2006, 77–8.
 124 The low weights at the start of the bronze series are paralleled in Tasciovanos’s earliest silver (Kretz 2006, 187, table 3).
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earlier types are in turn succeeded by classically inspired subjects. It should be noted, however, 
that none of the above classification criteria is necessarily proof of an earlier or later date, as 
the actual prototype copied may to a large extent have depended on what was readily available 
at that point in time or took the die cutter’s/issuing authority’s fancy. 

A special feature of Tasciovanos’s bronze coinage is the large number of Roman head types. 
These a not replicated on his silver, which contains only one early and rather crudely engraved 
issue (ABC 2616) and a later copy of an Augustan issue (ABC 2643). The reasons for the por-
trait types’ predominance amongst the low denominational bronzes most probably lie in their 
enormous propaganda value. Being produced in huge quantities, they would have passed 
through many more hands than either the gold or silver. I strongly suspect that these portrait 
types were part of a deliberate attempt to create a Roman-style personality cult by featuring 
an idealized image – however crudely executed – of the king, with the ultimate aim of carrying 
his name and fame into the furthest corners of the Catuvellaunian territories and beyond. As 
Fitzpatrick has previously pointed out, ‘the importance of the symbolic value of coins in 
communicating and perhaps presenting as natural the authority of the issuer should not be 
overlooked’.125

The abundance of Roman-style portraits comes at the expense of the wreath types, of which 
group D contains the only two examples. The scarcity of this type within the bronzes is in 
direct contrast to its prevalence amongst Tasciovanos’s gold and silver issues. It points to a 
deliberate policy by the issuing authority to confine the traditional wreath-based design prin-
cipally to the high status precious metal coinages, whilst using the more contemporary Roman 
heads almost exclusively for the bronze. 

Group E is the least convincing of the six groups. Rather than incorporating typologically 
closely related issues, it consists of just two types that cannot be readily accommodated within 
any of the other groups. Whilst unsatisfactory from a classification point of view, this situa-
tion is not uncommon as both Tasciovanos’s silver126 and Cunobelinus’s silver127 have also 
thrown up similar groups of only loosely connected types. The only features types E1 and E2 
have in common is that they are probably both half  units, they each feature creatures of some 
kind or another and they possess – or in the case of E1 appear to possess – stylistic features, 
which seem to indicate a relatively late date. At present we only have a sketchy idea of what is 
portrayed on the E1 obverse. Should it ultimately prove to include a tablet, it should perhaps 
be reassigned to group D. E2 is unusual in being the only bronze to feature creatures on both 
sides. 

The final group (F) is characterized by the ornate layout of  the obverses, which recall the 
complex geometric designs of  two closely associated DIAS silver issues (ABC 2739 and 
2742), with whom they are almost certainly contemporary. The reverses are for the most part 
unremarkable, with the exception of  F4, which flouts artistic convention and provides a final 
flourish to the series by featuring a native adaptation of  a Roman ceremonial scene.128 

The multitude of legend types, ranging from uninscribed to single names and finally com-
bined names, has puzzled numismatists since Evans’s time. It had been hoped that a detailed 
look at the distribution of the various legend types may throw some much needed light on the 
reasons behind this unusually complex situation, but this expectation has only been partially 
fulfilled. All that can be said with any degree of certainty at this point is that that the issues 
inscribed VER appear to have a western bias while those carrying the legend TASC are more 
common in the central district and in Kent. The few examples inscribed CAMLV typically 
originate in the border region between Catuvellauni and Trinovantes. Although we have a 
representational number of findspots for some of the types, the situation is less satisfactory 
with others and it is hoped that future discoveries may further illuminate the reasons behind 
the plethora of inscriptions.

 125 Fitzpatrick 1985, 62.
 126 Kretz 2006, 187.
 127 de Jersey 2001, 9.
 128 An almost identical scene appears on bronze unit ABC 2751, which was formerly attributed to Tasciovanos (cf. VA 1816), 
but is now believed to be a DIAS issue.
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The overall distribution of Tasciovanos’s bronzes closely mirrors that of his silver and is 
firmly centred on the Catuvellaunian core territories, with the river Thames for the most part 
forming a natural boundary. An earlier study of the silver has highlighted a noticeable lack of 
provenances in Essex and, except for a handful of finds, the same is also true for his bronze 
issues.129 It is indicative of the Trinovantes retaining their independence until Cunobelinus 
finally took control of Camulodunum towards the end of Tasciovanos’s reign. 

Four distinct findspots assemblies can be identified (Fig. 10, p. 30). The largest concen-
tration of finds is in the core area, consisting of Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and south 
Cambridgeshire, a second cluster is centred on Northamptonshire and a third on Oxfordshire/
Berkshire. Finally, a fourth much smaller, though no less important assembly is located south 
of the Thames in traditionally Cantian controlled north-west Kent. When this distribution is 
viewed in conjunction with that of the SEGO issues (ABC 441, 444, 447, 453 and 2682), which 
are concentrated on east Kent, it suggests that Tasciovanos may have progressively gained 
control, first of northern and then of eastern Kent, from its rightful ruler: presumably 
Dubnovellaunos. The precise timing and details of this event are unclear but it may have 
resulted in the latter withdrawing to his Essex territories where he might have held onto power 
for a while longer before finally being driven out by Cunobelinus. 

It is tempting to speculate that such individual findspot assemblies may in some way reflect 
the long suspected existence of tribal sub-groups ruled by petty kings under the overlordship 
of Tasciovanos, but there is little tangible evidence for this. Whilst the four potential tribal 
divisions identified may ultimately give us a greater insight into the economic, social and polit-
ical make-up of the Catuvellauni, for the most part no obvious parallels can be drawn between 
the four findspot assemblies and Tasciovanos’s so-called ‘associates’, except for the Kentish 
cluster’s potential link with the SEGO issues.

In the absence of any reliable fixed points on which to base a more accurate dating of these 
issues, this study has had to rely almost entirely on stylistic and typological pointers in order to 
arrive at a chronology which in turn relates to and interlinks with previously identified stages 
in the development of Tasciovanos’s gold130 and silver.131 Figure 19 illustrates the suggested 
phasing of the various bronze issues in relation to his other coinages.

Tasciovanos presided over a period in British history during which the production and use 
of coinage expanded rapidly, thus taking the first decisive steps towards a full-scale market 
economy. It is clear from the total number of types issued and their survival rate into modern 
times that he produced the most complex and voluminous British coinage of his day. In a 

 129 Kretz 2006, 199, Fig. 15.
 130 Kretz 1998; 2000; 2001a; 2001b.
 131 Kretz 2006.
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1st stater series → → → → → →?

2nd stater series → → → → → → → → → → → →?

3rd stater series → → → → → →?

Silver → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → →?

Bronze A→ → → → →?
 B→ →?
 C→ → → → → → → →?
 D→ →?
 E→ →?
 F→ → → →?

Fig. 19. Suggested phasing of Tasciovanos bronzes in relation to his other coinage
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reign that may have lasted as much as thirty years, he is thought to have consolidated the vari-
ous factions within the Catuvellauni into a dominant political force, whilst also laying plans 
to expand his kingdom into Essex and Kent. His supposed conquest of Camulodunum early 
on in his reign remains unproven, with the evidence pointing firmly to either Addedomaros or 
Dubnovellaunos being in charge of the Trinovantes at that point in time. However, the 
CAMVL issues clearly demonstrate Tasciovanos’s interest in the eastern territories and it seems 
likely that towards the end of his reign he was instrumental in installing his son Cunobelinus 
on the Trinovantian throne. The precise circumstances of the latter’s accession remain unclear, 
but this event is increasingly being viewed as having taken place in the early years ad, while 
Tasciovanos was still at the height of his power in Verulamium.132 

Although only known to us today through the diverse and plentiful coinage he left behind, 
there can be little doubt that Tasciovanos was the most influential British ruler of his day, 
whose authority would have been recognized throughout the whole of southern Britain and 
beyond. Although much importance is commonly attached to Suetonius’s reference to 
Cunobelinus as Britannorum rex, any closer examination of his father’s numismatic legacy will 
quickly demonstrate that Cunobelinus’s own notable achievements would have been much 
harder to attain without much of the groundwork having already been put in place by his 
similarly far-sighted and ambitious father. 

APPENDIX. GAZETTEER OF TASCIOVANOS BRONZES

The gazetteer contains details of all examples of Tasciovanos bronzes recorded in the Celtic Coin Index (CCI) at 
the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford, up to the end of 2004, as well as some others known to the author. Records 
of exceptionally rare types were updated in 2010 to add the latest information. In addition to the usual biblio-
graphic notes, the final column contains references to a number of auction catalogues, dealer’s lists and museum 
collections with the abbreviations explained below:

BMC R. Hobbs, British Iron Age Coins in the British Museum, 1996
BDW Buckland, Dix and Wood auction catalogues
CNG Classical Numismatic Group auction catalogues
CNR Classical Numismatic Review (published by CNG)
Cummings John Cummings sales lists
DNW Dix, Noonan and Webb auction catalogues
Elsen Jean Elsen, Brussels, auction catalogues
Goodwin Phil Goodwin sales lists
Liz’s List Chris Rudd – ‘Liz’s List`
Mossop H.R. Mossop collection, sold at Glendining’s, 6 November 1991
Rudd Chris Rudd sales lists
Vecchi Italo Vecchi auction catalogues
Vosper Mike Vosper sales lists

References to earlier gazetteers are abbreviated as Origins (Allen 1960) and Suppl. I, II or III (Haselgrove 1978, 
1984 and 1989 respectively), ‘exc.’ indicates the coin was found in an archaeological excavation

CCI Wt Provenance Comments

A1
Allen Lx 22, M 274, VA 1615, BMC 2450–2, ABC uninscribed
2541

00.0650 1.3 – –
00.1217 1.44 St. Albans, Herts Rudd list 53, no. 82
00.1375 0.9 Braughing, Herts –-
00.1812 1.2 Braughing, Herts –
00.1813 1.62 Braughing, Herts Liz’s List 14, no. 45
01.0036 – – –
01.0357 1.43 Puckeridge, Herts Rudd list 56, no. 72
01.0493 1.3 – Vosper list 117, no. 13

 132 Kretz 2010, 44–5.
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CCI Wt Provenance Comments

02.0475 1.37 – Rudd list 64, no. 68
03.0800 1.67 – Liz’s List 8, no. 56, Goodwin list 113, C13
03.0813  1.4 Great Chesterford, Essex Liz’s List 12, no. 45
04.0756 – – Rudd list 76, no. 63
04.1066 0.93 – Liz’s List 12, no. 59
04.1198 0.79 Hertfordshire Rudd list 77, no. 67
04.1986 1.65 Osea Island, Maldon, Essex  –
04.2644 1.54 Great Wilbraham, Cambs –
12.0382 – – VA 1615 plate coin 
12.0385 1.21 Stonea Grange, Cambs exc. 1982–84, BMC 2452, Chadburn 1996, 277, pl. 23, no. 56
67.0411 1.69 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 35
67.0412 1.51 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 35
67.0413 1.49 – ex Mack, SCBI 20, pl. III.81
68.1111 1.29 Braughing, Herts BMC 2451, Origins 190
68.1112 1.65 Biggleswade, Beds BMC 2450, Origins 190
72.0550 1.74 Baldock, Herts exc., Goodburn 1986, 90 no. 4, Suppl. I, 35
73.0805 1.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  722, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 35
73.0806 1.28 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop
73.0807 0.96 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, Goodburn 1981, 122 no. 7, Suppl. 

I, 35
73.0808 1.73 Puckeridge, Herts   exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  1036, Goodburn 1981, 122 no. 

6, Suppl. I, 35
74.0186 1.26 Ware, Herts ex Mossop
74.0187 1.57 Ware, Herts ex Mossop, lot 281
76.0026 1.18 Benson, Oxon identification uncertain
79.0069 – Weekley, Northants  site discussed in Northamptonshire Archaeology 13 (1978), 

180, Suppl. II, 119
82.0422 1.47 – –
83.0357 1.09 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 21, identification uncertain 
83.0361 1.1 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 21
83.0362 0.88 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 21, identification uncertain
83.0363 1.16 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 21, identification uncertain 
83.0365 1.1 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 21, identification uncertain
84.0259 1.36 Castle Camps, Cambs. Suppl. III, 20, identification uncertain 
89.0005 1.89 Cliffe and Cliff  Woods, Kent Suppl. III, 21, identification uncertain 
90.0253 1.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  603, Suppl. III, 20, Harlow Museum
90.0485 1.75 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1218, Suppl. III, 20, Harlow Museum
90.0574 0.95 Harlow, Essex  temple exc., sf 1379, Suppl. III, 20, identification uncertain, 

Harlow Museum
90.0929 1.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1958, Suppl. III, 20, Harlow Museum
91.0062 1.04 Evenley, Northants –
92.0396 2.1 Norfolk/Sussex border CNR 1994/4, no. 512
92.0687 1.72 Coddenham, Suffolk –
92.1083 1.12 Buckinghamshire Rudd  list 6, no. 27
92.1102 0.95 – –
94.0027 1.43 Reach, Cambs –
94.1089 1.54 Maldon, Essex –
94.1131 1.4 Sutton Courtenay, Oxon –
94.1366 1.37 – –
94.1625 1.37 – –
95.0415 0.8 Grimston, Norfolk Rudd list 6, no. 68, identification uncertain
95.1298 1.24 – Rudd list 16, no. 45
95.2616 1.17 – NCirc July 1995, no. 4076
95.3019 1.33 – Rudd list 18, no. 59
96.1043 1.44 Titchmarsh, Northants. Northamptonshire Archaeology 20 (1985), 148
96.1383 1.45 – Rudd list 21, no. 55
96.2844 – Hepworth, Suffolk identification uncertain
97.1530 1.69 – Rudd list 28, no. 155
97.1841 1.3 Braughing, Herts –
97.1842 1.4 Braughing, Herts –
97.2118 1.27 – Rudd list 29, no. 73
98.0108 1.58 Braughing, Herts Bibliotheque Nationale (BN 9537), Origins 190
98.0177 – Newport Pagnell, Bucks –
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98.0501 1.47 –  Rudd list 31, no. 62, Vecchi, 6 Oct. 1997, lot 24
98.0727 1.7 –  Vosper list 100, no. 8, Rudd list 36, no. 45
98.1070 1.09 Maldon, Essex Rudd lists 33, no. 56 and 46 no. 56
98.2064 1.04 Cople, Beds –
98.2070 – Witney, Oxon –
99.2021 1.69 Titchmarsh, Northants –
99.2046 – –  –

Uncertain records

– – Biggleswade, Beds Evans 1864, 118, Origins 190
– – Biggleswade, Beds Evans 1864, 118, Origins 190
– – Sandy, Beds   Evans 1890, 475, Origins 190, same as 68.1105, BMC 2454 

(VA 1646)
– – St Albans, Herts  Evans 1864, 119, Origins 190, same as 68.1117, BMC 2448 

(VA 1669)
– – Norton, Northants Norton Park, Origins 190
– – Aldbourne, Wilts.?  findspot also reported as Marlborough, Origins 190, 

identification in doubt
– – Braughing, Herts Partridge exc., Suppl. I, 35, possibly a different type
– – Braughing/Puckeridge uncertain site, Suppl. I, 35
– – Braughing/Puckeridge  uncertain site, Suppl. I, 35
– – Benson, Oxon   Hampden Mill Lane, Parrington exc., Suppl. I, 35, identi-

fication uncertain
– – Canterbury, Kent reported D. Nash, Suppl. II, 119, probably a different type
– – Holywell, Beds  Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, new 

series 7 ( 1891), 152–6, Suppl. III, 20, identification uncertain
– – Braintree, Essex exc., Britannia 10 (1979), 307, Suppl. III, 20
– – Baldock, Herts Park Street exc., Goodburn 1986, 90–1, Suppl. III, 20
– – Baldock, Herts exc., Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 20
– – Puckeridge, Herts  seven coins in all, all of which probably belong to a differ-

ent type, Suppl. III, 21
– – Flore, Northants   Northamptonshire Archaeology 20 (1985), 147–8, Suppl. 

III, 21, probably a different type
– – Titchmarsh, Northants.   Northamptonshire Archaeology 20 (1985), 147–8, Suppl. 

III, 21, possibly a different type

A2
M 167, VA 1705, BMC 1711–3, ABC 2655 VERL/TASC or TASCI

00.0462 – Hemington, Northants –
00.0477 – Hemington, Northants –
01.0218 1.85 Harlow, Essex ex Vosper
02.0774 1.5 Eynsham, Oxon Liz’s List 14, no. 46 
02.0899 0.84 Fishbourne, W. Sussex exc. at Fishbourne 1985, sf  211  
03.0009 – Northamtonshire –
04.1052 1.89 near Oxford, Oxon Liz’s List 12, no. 42, Rudd list 79, no. 78
04.1227 2.02 –  DNW, 30 June 2004, lot 5
04.2357 0.98 Aldworth, Berks. –
12.0383 – –  VA 1705 plate coin 
12.0384 1.16 near Sandy, Beds  BMC 1713, Origins 219, identification uncertain
66.0107 1.67 –  Hunterian Museum
66.0108 1.22 Alcester, Warwickshire?  said to be from Oxfordshire but listed in Suppl. I, 64 

under Warwickshire
67.0102 1.97 Kings Lynn, Norfolk ex Mack, SCBI 20, pl. IV.134, Origins 223
68.0224 1.76 Braughing, Herts BMC 1711, Origins 221
68.0225 2.01 Biggleswade, Beds BMC 1712, Origins 219
73.0242 1.82 –  Fitzwilliam Museum, SCBI 1, no. 104
73.0243 1.59 Harlow, Essex  exc. at Holbrooks, Suppl. I, 58, Harlow Museum, identifi-

cation uncertain
73.0244 1.49 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf 113, Goodburn 1981, 123, no. 10, 

identification uncertain
73.0245 1.74 Blisworth, Northants Northampton Museum, SCBI 17, pl. I.16, Origins 223
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82.0224 1.81 Harlow, Essex National Museum of Wales, Suppl. II, 130
85.0105 1.75 Harlow, Essex  temple exc., sf  66, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0044 – Aylesford, Kent  identification uncertain, Archaeologia Cantiana 101 (1984), 

365    
90.0467 1.95 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1164, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0481 2.07 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1203, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0579 2.2 Harlow, Essex  temple exc., sf  1388, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum, 

identification uncertain
90.0617 0.72 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1490, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
91.0524 1.82 South Weston, Oxon –
93.0913 1.58 –  ex Mossop, lot 308 (first coin)
94.1113 1.59 Sutton Courtenay, Oxon –
95.3907 1.74 Wellingborough, Northants Rudd list 20, no. 21
96.1036 1.86 Norton, Northants –
96.1049 1.12 Wappenham, Northants identification uncertain
98.1252 1.77 –  Rudd list 35, no. 32
98.1894 1.47 Winteringham, Lincs –
99.0915 – –  Treasure Hunting, June 1999, 8; reverse image only

Uncertain records

– – Braughing, Herts Gatesbury Wood, noted at BM 1936, Origins 222
– – Cambridge, Cambs Castle Hill, Suppl. II, 129
– – St. Albans, Herts exc., Neal et al., 1990, 110, Suppl. III, 38,  
– – Aylesford, Kent  Archaeologia Cantiana 101 (1984), 365, Suppl. III, 38, 

most probably a different type

A3  
M –, VA –, BMC –, ABC 2670 CAMLV/TASCI 

72.0332 1.68 Baldock, Herts  exc., Goodburn 1986, 92 no. 14, Suppl. I, 61, Letchworth 
Museum

90.0684 1.6 Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex –
92.0279 1.3 Great Canfield, Essex  BNJ 1990 Coin Register, no. 157, Essex Archaeology and 

History 13 (1981), 35–6, Suppl. III, 36
97.1098 1.19 West Wickham, Cambs –

A4 (Half unit)
M 182, VA 1715, BMC 1765–8, ABC 2709 VER or VERL/–

00.0468 – Stanwick, Northants –
01.0006 – Grendon, Northants –
01.0354 0.8 Essex Rudd list 56, no. 67
02.0343 1.11 –  –
03.0111 0.69 –  Rudd list 68, no. 63  
03.0834 0.79 –  –
04.2544 0.97 Stapleford, Cambs –
61.0200 1.01 Chesterford, Essex BMC 1765, Origins 220, VA 1715 plate coin
68.0277 0.9 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Suppl. I, 59, Harlow Museum?
68.0279 0.89 Great Chesterford, Essex BMC 1768, Suppl. I, 58
68.0280 0.94 Hitchin, Herts BMC 1767, Origins 222
72.0078 1.11 Braughing, Herts Ermine Street exc., Haselgrove 1988, pl. IV.10, Suppl. I, 61
73.0282 0.97 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop  
73.0283 0.78 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum
73.0284 0.81 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum 
79.0019 1.16 Odell, Beds  exc. by B. Dix, SCBI 42, pl. 7.214, Suppl. II, 129, Bedford 

Museum
82.0232 0.9 –  National Museum of Wales
83.0364 0.74 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 38
90.0465 1.37 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1161, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0512 0.9 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1276, Harlow Museum 
90.0681 1.05 Braughing, Herts identification uncertain
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92.0553 0.51 Ludford Magna, Lincs Rudd list 3, no. 48, ex Mossop, lot 343
93.0436 1.06 – –
93.0911 0.97 – ex Mossop, lot 304
94.0099 0.87 Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
94.1165 0.95 – Rudd list 12, no. 43, ex BDW, 1.6.1994, lot 715
96.1568 0.99 Berkshire Vosper list 89, no. 111, Treasure Hunting, June 2001, 78
96.1881 – – ex Mossop
97.0060 0.81 – –
97.1531 0.69 – Rudd list 28, no. 160
98.1062 1.66 Baldock, Herts Rudd list 33, no. 40 
98.1121 1.17 Braughing, Herts Ermine Street exc., Haselgrove 1988, no. 11, Suppl. III, 37
99.2057 – – –

Uncertain records

– – Puckeridge, Herts Skeleton Green exc., Suppl. I, 61, identification uncertain
– – Puckeridge, Herts  Pump’s Mead exc., Suppl. I, 62, supposedly in CCI but 

not under this type
– – Braughing, Herts  Ermine Street exc., Haselgrove 1988, 28–9, Suppl. III, 37, 

identification  uncertain
– – Thetford, Herts Suppl. III, 38, supposedly in CCI, but not under this type

B1
M 168, VA 1707–1 & 3, BMC 1714–21, ABC 2658   VER or VIIR/VER, VIIR, VEIR or VIR?

The situation regarding types V1707–1 and 3 and V1709 is somewhat confused, with many of the listed coins miss-
ing the legend(s) needed for correct identification. I have decided to adopt the attributions in the Oxford CCI, 
though some of these may ultimately prove incorrect.

00.0052 1.74 – Rudd list 49, no. 58 (not illus.)
00.0461 – Great Addington, Northants –
00.0463 – Great Chesterford, Essex –
00.1092 – – reverse image only, identification uncertain
01.0385 – – –
01.1068 – Braughing, Herts –
02.0785 2.33 Harston, Cambs –
02.1100 2.52 Springhead, Kent –
03.0796 1.9 – Liz’s List 8, no. 51
03.0833 2.0 Northamptonshire –
03.1335 – Cambridgeshire Treasure Hunting, January 2002, 30
03.1495 2.7 – Vosper list 121, no. 14
04.0267 2.3 Grendon, Northants –
04.1196 1.76 – Rudd list 77, no. 65
61.0193 1.76 Hambleden, Bucks  exc., SCBI 42, pl. 7.194, Origins 220, Buckinghamshire 

County Museum
63.0197 1.85 Braughing, Herts  Leeds University Museum, ex Glendining (Lockett coll.), 

6 June 1955, lot 27, ex Sotheby (Carlyon-Britton coll.),  
17 Nov. 1913, lot 62

67.0103 2.18 St Albans, Herts Ashmolean Museum, Origins 222, VA class uncertain
68.0226 2.26 Biggleswade, Beds BMC 1720, Origins 219, VA class uncertain
68.0227 2.01 Biggleswade, Beds BMC 1718, VA class uncertain
68.0228 2.19 Braughing, Herts BMC 1721, Origins 221
68.0229 2.89 Braughing, Herts BMC 1715, Origins 221, VA class uncertain
68.0230 2.43 Braughing, Herts  BMC 1714, Origins 221, mistakenly used as VA 1709–1 

plate coin
68.0231 2.07 Biggleswade, Beds BMC 1716, Origins 219
68.0232 2.14 – BMC 1717
68.0233 2.63 – BMC 1719, VA 1717–1 plate coin
68.0234 – Ostend, Belgium Bibliotheque Royale, Brussels, Origins 224
69.0338 2.1 Harlow, Essex VA class uncertain
72.0067 1.43 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  32, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 12, 

Suppl. I, 61
73.0246 2.2 Harlow, Essex ex Mossop, VA class uncertain
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73.0247 1.72 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  214, Goodburn 1981, 123 
no.11, Suppl. I, 61

73.0248 1.33 Duston, Northants SCBI 17, pl. I.17, Origins 223, Northampton Museum
74.0051 2.6 Ware, Herts  Rudd list 9, no. 71, NCirc July/August 1991, no. 4853; ex 

Mossop?
84.0260 2.28 Harlow, Essex  ex Mack, SCBI 20, pl. V.137, Suppl. I, 58, VA 1707–3 

plate coin
90.0319 2.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  761, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0478 2.47 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1197, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0523 2.9 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1291, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0552 2.45 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1341, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
91.0512 2.05 Abingdon, Oxon  exc. at Vineyard, Abingdon, sf  2235, VA class uncertain, 

Oxford Archaeological Unit
91.0525 2.45 West Challow, Oxon –
93.0378 0.76 Blewbury, Oxon identification uncertain 
94.0102 2.5 Baldock, Herts exc., probably at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
94.1163 2.04 St Albans, Herts Rudd list 12, no. 41
95.2617 2.39 – NCirc July 1995, no. 4077
95.3423 2.4 Northampton, Northants –
96.1012 1.04 Evenley, Northants identification uncertain
96.1038 1.59 Paulerspury, Northants –
96.1046 1.93 Titchmarsh,.Northants –
96.1048 2.12 Wappenham, Northants identification uncertain
96.1754 2.3 – Vosper list 90, no. 27, obv. image only
96.3590 2.51 –  NCirc April 2001, CC0016; Rudd list 27, no. 95; Vosper 

list 93, no. 5
97.1395 1.85 Stoke Bruerne, Northants VA class uncertain
97.1881 2.15 Braughing, Herts VA class uncertain
98.1187 2.1 Braughing, Herts –
98.1998 2.63 Dorchester, Oxon Rudd list 38, no. 58

Uncertain records

– – Arlesey, Beds Evans 1890, 546, Origins 219
– – Braughing, Herts. Origins 221 – three others in BM
– – Harlow, Essex Suppl. I, 58, perhaps same as 69.0338 or 73.0246?
– – Braughing/Puckeridge, Herts  uncertain site, Suppl. I, 63, supposedly in CCI, may refer 

to 74.0051
– – Swalcliffe Lea, Oxon  Suppl. II, 130, var. with horse right reported by D. Nash
– – Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
– – Castle Ashby, Northants Curtis 1996, 36; listed as VA 1707/9

B2
M 169, VA 1709, BMC 1722–3, ABC 2661 ? /TAS

Please see comment under type B1

62.0018 1.2 Silchester, Hamps.  exc., SCBI 42, no. 195 (not illus.), Origins 221, ident. 
uncertain, Reading Museum

64.0050 2.63 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Suppl. I, 59, Harlow Museum
68.0235 2.41 – BMC 1722
68.0236 2.47 – BMC 1723
72.0068 2.27 Braughing, Herts Ermine Street exc., Suppl. I, 61, Haselgrove 1988, pl. IV.6
90.0261 2.27 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  613, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0629 2.4 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1518, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0659 1.5 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1698, Harlow Museum, VA class uncertain
93.0139 2.55 – NCirc July/August 1991, no. 4854
93.0260 2.3 St. Albans, Herts VA class uncertain
93.0910 1.48 – ex Mossop, lot 303
95.0909 2.5 Chevening, Kent –
96.1879 – – ex Mossop, identification uncertain
96.2637 2.3 –  Vosper list 91, no. 22, obverse image only but said to have 

TAS on reverse
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Uncertain records

– – Norton, Northants. Curtis 1996, 36

C1 (Half unit)
M 183, VA 1826, BMC 1762–4, ABC 2712 VER/TASCI? or uninscribed

00.0023 – – –
01.0223 0.63 – –
01.0932 – Maldon, Essex –
01.1422 0.78 Frilford, Oxon –
01.1491 1.2 High Easter, Essex –
02.0882 1.07 – Liz’s List 2, no. 56 and 10, no. 51
03.0228 1.02 Springhead, Kent –
03.1310 0.76 – –
14.0539 – Letchworth, Herts obv. legend TAS, fd. 1994
– 0.77 – Rudd list 122, no. 47
61.0201 0.73 – BMC 1762, VA 1826 plate coin
68.0281 0.61 near Biggleswade, Beds BMC 1763, Origins 219
68.0283 1.23 Great Chesterford, Essex BMC 1764, Origins 220
74.0063 0.75 Ware, Herts –
78.0024 1.33 Ashton, East Northants exc., no further details
83.0378 – Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 38
83.0379  – Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 38
90.0175 0.71 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  375, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0192 0.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  423, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
96.1027 1.32 Evenley, Northants –
97.1866 0.9 Braughing, Herts –

Uncertain records

– – Braughing/Puckeridge, Herts  uncertain site, Suppl. I, 63, coin supposedly in CCI, might 
refer to 74.0063

– – Baldock, Herts  Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37, possibly a different 
type

C2
M 171, VA 1750–1 and 3, BMC 1724–7, ABC 2676 TAS/VER or VIR

01.0008 – Hertfordshire –
03.0188 2.26 Tring, Herts. Liz’s List 4, no. 48 
03.0654 2.47 Hitchin, Herts Rudd list 72, no. 68
03.0848 – Foxton, Cambs –
04.2374 1.42 Sutton Courtenay, Oxon –
61.0194 – Great Chesterford, Essex NC 1934, 225, Origins 220
67.0108 2.43 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Suppl. I, 59, Harlow Museum
68.0241 2.65 Burwell, Cambs BMC 1724, Origins 220, VA 1750–3 plate coin
68.0242 2.00 Wendens Ambo, Essex BMC 1725, Origins 220, VA 1750–1 plate 
68.0243 1.45 Braughing, Herts BMC 1727, Origins 220
71.0027 2.62 Baldock, Herts exc., Goodburn 1986, 91 no. 8 (not illus.) Suppl. I, 69
73.0252 2.14 Standon, Herts ex Mossop, probably lot 309 (part).
77.0006 1.15 Ware, Herts. exc., Allen and Hanbury’s site 1976, sf  194, Suppl. I, 63
83.0406 1.88 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 37
83.0407 2.25 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 37
89.0004 1.46 Cliffe and Cliff  Woods, Kent Wharfe Farm, Suppl. III, 38
90.0377 2.52 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  921, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0422 2.32 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1062, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0743 1.98 North Cerney, Glos Suppl. III, 36
91.0359 1.99 Sutton Courtenay, Oxon –
92.0449 2.4 – Rudd list 4, no. 38
94.0983 2.25 Tring, Herts –
94.1372 2.37 – –
95.3347 – Preston St. Mary, Suffolk Time Team excavation at Priory Farm 
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96.1041 1.55 Potterspury, Northants –
96.1882 – – ex Mossop
97.1907 1.8 Dover, Kent –

Uncertain records

– – Braughing, Herts Origins 221
–  Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. I, 62, is either 83.0406 or 83.0407
  Baldock, Herts Suppl. III, 37, uncertain identification
– – Dorchester, Oxon  Evans 1890, 545, Suppl. III, 39
  Raunds, Northants Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36
  Duston, Northants Curtis 1996, 36

C3
M 180, VA 1820, BMC 1706–8, ABC 2694 –/VER or VIR

02.0881 2.36 – Liz’s List 2, no. 55 and 11, no. 44
02.1008 1.83 – –
02.1137 1.84 – Liz’s List 3, no. 55
03.0605 2.26 – Liz’s List 7, no. 47
03.0937 1.65 Essex Liz’s List 9, no. 71
04.0256 2.39 – Liz’s List 10, no. 50
04.0424 0.79 Essex Rudd list 75, no. 67
04.1229 – – –
66.0117 1.95 Duston, Northants SCBI 17, pl. I.19, Origins 223, Northampton Museum
68.0237 2.27 – BMC 1707, VA 1820 plate coin
68.0275 2.44 –  ex Mossop, lot 305, ex Glendining (Lockett coll), 6 June 

1955, lot 28
69.0343 2.26 Harlow, Essex casual find at Harlow temple, Suppl. I, 59
73.0280 1.17 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 59, identification uncertain
74.0052 1.88  Ware, Herts ex Mossop
74.0062 2.91 Harlow, Essex casual find at Harlow temple, Suppl. I, 59
83.0268 2.95 Princes Risborough, Bucks Suppl. III, 35, hoard coin?
85.0103 2.3 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  284, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
85.0108 2.25 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  299, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
86.0069 2.17 Princes Risborough, Bucks Suppl. III, 35, hoard coin?
90.0294 2.14 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  714, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0581 2.45 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1395, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0595 2.4 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1439, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
92.0013 2.2 – –
93.0703 1.72 Dunstable, Beds –
95.0509 2.59 – –
96.1655 2.77 Suffolk Rudd list 28, no. 164, NCirc April 2001, CC0017
96.1678 2.56 Ashwell, Herts Rudd lists 24, no. 136 and 53 no. 80 
96.1679 2.29 Ashwell, Herts Rudd list 28, no. 165

Uncertain records

– – South Shields, Durham  Evans 1890, 549, Origins 220, Black Gate Museum, 
Newcastle

– – Duston, Northants Suppl. I, 64, repeats 66.0117
– – Princes Risborough, Bucks Suppl. III, 35, one of a group of three, others in Index
– – Stanwick, Northants Suppl. III, 39
– – Raunds, Northants  Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36; probably different to pre-

vious entry
– – Raunds, Northants Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36

C4
M 170, VA 1711, BMC 1688–9, ABC 2664  TASC/VER or VIR

00.0464 – Great Chesterford, Essex –
01.0219 2.45 – –
01.0778 – – Treasure Hunting, May 2001, 65
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01.1498 – Grendon, Northants –
03.1441 2.0 – Elsen 72, 14.12.2002, lot 49
04.0012 2.23 Worminghole, Bucks –
04.0608 – West Wycombe, Bucks –
67.0104 2.41 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Suppl. I, 59, Harlow Museum
67.0106 1.75 Haversham cum Little, Linford,  Suppl. I, 57, Ashmolean Museum, identification uncertain 
  Bucks
68.0238 2.53 – BMC 1688
68.0239 2.34 Oundle, Northants BMC 1689, Origins 222, VA 1711 plate coin
68.0240 – – casts in the BM
69.0339 2.57 Harlow, Essex casual find at Harlow temple, Suppl. I, 58
69.0340 2.22 Harlow, Essex casual find at Harlow temple, Suppl. I, 58
71.0026 1.0 Kelvedon, Essex exc., identification uncertain, Colchester Museum
73.0249 3.08 Thistleton, Rutland ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 64, identification uncertain
73.0251 2.46 – Southeby’s (Carlyon-Britton coll.), 17.11.1913, lot 59
74.0053 2.46 Ware, Herts ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 63
79.0015 1.81 Odell, Beds  exc. by B. Dix, SCBI 42, no.196 (not illustrated), Suppl. II, 

129, identification uncertain, Bedford Museum
79.0016 1.55 Odell, Beds  exc. by B. Dix, SCBI 42, no.197 (not illustrated), Suppl. II, 

129, identification uncertain, Bedford Museum
82.0225 2.33 – National Museum of Wales
85.0106 1.58 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  91, Harlow Museum
86.0085 2.33 –  National Museum of Wales, ex Mack, ex Glendining 

(Lockett coll.), 6 June 1955, lot 29; SCBI 20 pl. IV.133
90.0217 2.0 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  515, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
90.0438 2.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1104, Suppl. III, 36, Harlow Museum
96.1880 2.23 Harlow, Essex ex Mossop, probably lot 308/2

Uncertain records

– – Royston, Herts J. Evans record, Origins 222
– – St Albans, Herts Evans 1864, 257, Origins 222
– – St Albans, Herts exc. 1956, Origins 222
– – Southfleet, Kent Springhead, Origins 222, Greenwich Museum
– – Stanton Low Suppl. I, 57, D.F. Allen record
– – Braughing/Puckeridge, Herts uncertain site, Suppl. I, 63 (2), second coin is 74.0053
– – Bedford, Beds  Suppl. II, 129, supposedly in Index but not under this 

type
– – Saham Toney, Norfolk Suppl. II, 130, reported by A.Gregory
– – Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
– – Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
– – Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
– – St. Albans, Herts exc. at Gorhambury, Neal et al., 1990, 110, Suppl. III, 38
– – Weston, Herts Suppl. III, 38, reported by G. Burleigh

C5 (Double unit)
M 178, VA 1818, BMC 1685–7, ABC 2652  TASCIAVA/TAS

01.0151 4.94 Braughing, Herts Rudd list 55, no.160
02.0321 4.01 Wheathampstead, Herts Rudd list 63, no.67
02.0630 4.19 Basingstoke, Hants Rudd list 65, no.103
04.0044 – – –
66.0113 4.36 – Ashmolean Museum
66.0114 5.22 – Ashmolean Museum
67.0126 5.42 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Suppl. I, 59, Harlow Museum
67.0127 5.76 – Hunterian Museum
68.0268 3.89 – BMC 1687
68.0269 4.31 – BMC 1686, VA 1818 plate coin
68.0270 4.50 near Cambridge, Cambs BMC 1685
72.0075 4.58 Colchester, Essex Origins 221, Colchester Museum
82.0230 3.01 – –
82.0231 4.43 near Cambridge, Cambs Suppl. II, 129, National Museum of Wales
92.0393 5.18 Essex –
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93.0915 5.14 –  NCirc April 2004, CC0076, Rudd list 55, no. 161, ex 
Mossop lot 309 (first coin)

94.0342 4.79 Worth, Kent –
94.0933 4.42 Drayton, Oxon –
94.1347 6.93 –  C Rudd lists 71, no. 59 and 13, no. 68, ex Cummings Sept. 

1994, E6
96.3141 3.64 –  Bank Leu 79, 31 Oct. 2000, lot 26, Vecchi 2, 12 Sept. 1996, 

lot 1103
96.3405 2.83 Aylesbury, Bucks Rudd list 27, no. 100, Vosper list 92, no. 115
96.3474 – Barrington, Cambs –
98.1997 5.39 ?Princes Risborough, Bucks Rudd list 38, no. 57
99.0636 5.13 Braughing, Herts Rudd lists 77, no. 51, 73, no. 58 and 45, no. 32

Uncertain records

– – – Evans 1864, 244, Origins 220
– – Berkshire Evans 1864, 244
– – Colchester, Essex  exc., Suppl. I, 58, Colchester Museum, duplicate record 

for 72.0075?
– – Cambridge, Cambs Castle Hill, Suppl. II, 129
– – Evenley, Northants Curtis 1996, 36

C6
M 176, VA 1814, BMC 1736–8, ABC 2691 TASCIO/TASCIO 

00.0470 – Stanwick, Northants –
01.1430 2.11 Chippenham, Cambs –
04.0755 – – Rudd list 76, no. 63, identification uncertain
04.1239 1.82 – NCirc April 2004, CC0077
04.2426 1.02 Maidstone, Kent Liz’s List 14, no. 61 
65.0026 1.73 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum?
67.0120 1.16 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum?
67.0121 2.34 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum?
68.0259 2.56 –  BMC 1738, ex Sotheby’s (Carlyon-Britton coll.), 17 Nov. 

1913, lot 60
68.0260 2.33 – BMC 1736, VA 1814–1 plate coin
68.0261 1.92 – BMC 1737
69.0341 1.76 Harlow, Essex casual find from Harlow temple
73.0272 2.07 Puckeridge, Herts  Rudd list 52, no. 124 (not illustrated), ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 

62
74.0056 1.33 Ware, Herts  Rudd list 17, no. 42, Baldwin auction 4, 3 May 1995, lot 

196, SCMB September 1978, no. E485, Suppl. I, 63
74.0057 2.37 Ware, Herts  Rudd list 9, no. 72, NCirc June 1992 , no. 3547, Suppl. I, 

63
85.0104 2.4 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  279, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0474 1.3 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1190, Harlow Museum Suppl. III, 36
90.0583 2.09 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1408, Harlow Museum Suppl. III, 36
90.0905 1.95 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1882, Harlow Museum
90.0918 1.5 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1934, Harlow Museum
90.0941 1.0 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  2030, Harlow Museum
91.0052 1.89 Evenley, Northants –
93.0546 1.83 Baldock, Herts  found at Walls Field, SCBI 42, pl. 7.208, Goodburn 1986, 

92 no. 11, Suppl. III, 37
96.1883 – – ex Mossop
99.1028 – – –

Uncertain records

– – Baldock Suppl. III, 37, possibly same coin as 93.0546
– – Brettenham, Norfolk Suppl. III, 38, supposedly in Index
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C7 (Half unit) 
M 183b and c, VA 1822, BMC 1759, ABC 2697 uninscribed

00.1988 – – –
01.0221 1.07 – Auctiones AG 27, 10 Dec. 1996, lot 491
04.0752 1.35 Suffolk Rudd list 76, no. 53 and 79, no. 79
73.0286 0.81 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 62
73.0287 1.08 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop, lot 306, Suppl. I, 62
73.0288 0.96 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  726, Goodburn 1981, 124 no. 

28, VA 1822 plate coin, Suppl. I, 61
73.0289 0.99 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  747, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 60
74.0064 1.2 Ware, Herts NCirc June 1992, no. 3548
90.0178 0.87 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  380, Harlow Museum
90.0381 1.2 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  926, Harlow Museum
91.0534 1.82 Silchester, Hants exc. at basilica site, sf  2554, Suppl. III, 37
92.0518 1.2 Linton, Cambs –
93.0549 1.12 Baldock, Herts  exc. at Upper Walls Common, SCBI 42, pl. 7.215, 

Letchworth Museum, Suppl. III, 37
94.0003 1.15 Newton Blossomville,  Bucks –
98.0698 – Baldock, Herts exc. at Baldock BAL 12, sf  B256

D1
M 179, VA 1713, BMC 1702–5, ABC 2667 –/ VER or VIR

00.0465 – Stanwick, Northants –
00.0466 – Stanwick, Northants –
00.0467 – Alwalton, Cambs –
00.0975 1.72 Baldock, Herts –
00.1541 – – –
01.0542 2.41 – Rudd list 57, no. 82
01.0920 – Great Chesterford, Essex –
01.1653 – Hertfordshire? Treasure Hunting, Nov. 2001, 78
02.0104 2.79 – Rudd list 62, no. 64, Liz’s List 9, no. 50 and 14, no. 47
02.0396 2.61 Foxton, Cambs Rudd list 77, no. 52
03.0214 – Ravenel, Estrées-St Denis,  – 
  Oise, France
03.0606 2.03 – Liz’s List 7, no. 48
03.0715 – West Wycombe, Bucks –
03.0822 2.02 Worminghall, Bucks obverse image only
04.0573 1.92 – –
04.0587 – Harston, Cambs –
04.0744 – – –
04.1195 2.36 – Rudd list 77, no. 64
63.0198 1.67 Reading, Berks SCBI 42, pl. 7.210; Reading Museum, Origins, 220
65.0027 2.26 St. Albans, Herts  exc? at Hills Field 1963 or 1964; SCBI 42, pl. 7.211; 

Verulamium Museum
66.0115 2.5 Dorchester, Oxon Ashmolean Museum, Origins, 221
66.0116 1.63 – Ashmolean Museum
67.0128 2.6 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0129 2.46 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0130 2.4 – Hunterian Museum
68.0271 2.08 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
68.0272 1.95 Amiens, Somme, France BMC 1703, Origins, 224
68.0273 2.39 Colchester, Essex  BMC 1704, exc. at Colchester, Hawkes and Hull 1947 pl. 

XVII.7 (Camulodunum 12), Origins, 221
68.0274 2.53 Braughing, Herts BMC 308, Origins, 221, VA 1713 plate coin
69.0342 2.25 Baldock, Herts  exc. at Walls Field, Goodburn 1986, 92 no. 13; Letchworth 

Museum, Suppl. I, 60
72.0076 1.75 – Colchester Museum
72.0077 2.38 Colchester, Essex  exc., Hawkes and Hull 1947, pl. XVII.6 (Camulodunum 

11), Colchester Museum, Origins, 221
73.0274 2.49 Harlow, Essex exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 58
73.0275 2.45 Harlow, Essex exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum Suppl. I, 58
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73.0276 0.7 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  634, Goodburn 1981, 124 no. 
20, identification uncertain, Suppl. I, 61

73.0277 2.37 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  738, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 60
73.0278 1.38 Duston, Northants Northampton Museum, SCBI 17, pl. I.18, Origins, 223
73.0279 – – Colchester Museum, no photographs
77.0009 2.04 Odell, Beds exc., SCBI 42, pl. 7.212, Bedford Museum, Suppl. II, 129
83.0375 2.23 Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. III, 38
90.0259 2.2 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  610, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0291 2.44 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  708, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0365 2.1 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  893, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0452 2.95 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1137, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0505 2.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1261, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0549 2.35 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1338, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0597 2.55 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1441, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0618 2.45 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1492, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0917 3.05 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1926, Harlow Museum
90.0940 2.1 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  2023, Harlow Museum
91.0049 2.0 Evenley, Northants –
93.0353 1.92 Merton, Norfolk –
93.0548 1.61 Baldock, Herts  exc. at Upper Walls Common, SCBI 42, pl. 7.213, 

Letchworth Museum, Suppl. III, 37
93.0914 2.26 – ex Mossop, lot 308 (third coin)
94.1648 2.05 Essex –
95.0545 1.59 – CNG XXXIII, 15.3.1995, lot 1713
95.0673 2.2 – Vosper list 83, March/April 1995, no. 28
96.1001 2.01 Evenley, Northants –
96.1650 2.28 –  Spink sale 111, lot 46, Rudd list 24, no. 137, Liz’s List 4 

no. 47
96.1666 2.48 Cambridge, Cambs Rudd list 22, no. 57, NCirc April 2004, CC0078
96.3135 2.49 – Vecchi 2, 12 Sept. 1996, lot 1097
97.0191 2.26 – Rudd list 26, no. 70
97.0830 2.66 – Davissons, 10 April 1997, lot 151
97.0981 1.55 Milton Keynes, Bucks exc. at Fenny Lock, sf  378 
97.1446 2.79 Maldon, Essex Vosper lists 98, no. 136 and 105 no. 25, Rudd list 79, no. 77
97.1858 1.8 Braughing, Herts –
98.1341 – Colchester, Essex  exc. at Gosbecks, The Colchester Archaeologist 11 (1998), 

10–12, obverse image only
99.0847 1.7 Pirton, Herts –
99.1691 – Hampton Gay and Poyle, Oxon –

Uncertain records

– – Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37, one of three
– – Baldock, Herts  exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37, one of three, 

third is 93.0548
– – Brafield, Northants Briary Wood, Curtis 1996, 36

D2
M –, VA –, BMC –, BNJ 1991 Coin Register, no. 81, TASC/ –?  
ABC 2703

91.0290  1.78 Tring, Herts BNJ 1991 Coin Register, no. 81

E1 (Half unit)
M 183a, VA 1717, BMC –, ABC 2673 VER/ –

00.0306 1.4 Baldock, Herts Treasure Hunting, June 1999, 8
00.0474 – Thrapston, Northants –
03.0928 1.6 West Hagbourne, Oxon Liz’s List 9, no. 51
05.0790 1.66 Kempston, Beds Rudd list 85, no. 63
68.0284 1.62 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl I, 60
73.0285 1.21 Harlow, Essex exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum, Suppl I, 58
85.0102 1.6 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  82, Harlow Museum, Suppl III, 36
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90.0184 1.32 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  394, Harlow Museum, Suppl III, 36
90.0295 0.97 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  716, Harlow Museum, Suppl III, 36
90.0408 1.7 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1032, Harlow Museum, Suppl III, 36
90.0958 1.35 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  2135, Harlow Museum
97.1882 0.7 Braughing, Herts –

E2 (Half unit)
M 181, VA 1824, BMC 1760–1, ABC 2700 uninscribed

00.0476 – Burton Latimer, Northants –
01.0222 1.26 Harlow, Essex –
02.0488 1.27 – Rudd list 64, no. 97 (not illustrated)
03.0263 1.25 Barrington, Cambs Rudd list 69, no. 51
61.0199 1.01 Oundle, Northants BMC 1761, VA 1824–1 plate coin, Origins, 223
66.0118 1.28 – Ashmolean Museum
67.0131 1.3 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0132 1.39 – Hunterian Museum
73.0281 1.38 Puckeridge, Herts. ex Mossop, lot 307, Suppl. I, 62
94.1638 0.53 Essex identification uncertain
97.1534 1.28 – Rudd list 28, no. 163
97.1908 0.9 Whitfield, Kent –
98.1020 1.3 – Vosper list 99, no. 138
99.1040 – – –

F1
M 175, VA 1812, BMC 1709–10, ABC 2688 – /TASCI, TASC or TACI?

00.0469 – – –
00.1009 – – –
00.1105 0.79 Witney, Oxon identification uncertain
03.0461 1.44 Cuddesdon and Denton, Oxon  –
03.0496 1.85 – Liz’s List 6, no. 57
04.0264 1.64 Letchworth, Herts Liz’s List 10, no. 63
04.1785 1.94 – Liz’s List 13, no. 55
61.0197 1.59 St, Albans, Herts  exc. at Park Street Roman villa, Saunders 1961, 124 no. 1; 

SCBI 42 pl. 7.206, Verulamium Museum, Origins, 222?
64.0051 1.53 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
65.0025 1.21 St, Albans, Herts  exc. at stadium site, SCBI 42 pl. 7.205, Verulamium 

Museum, Suppl. I, 63
67.0117 – Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0118 1.95 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0119 1.97 – Hunterian Museum, VA 1812–1 plate coin 
68.0256 1.72 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
68.0257 1.1 – BMC 1710
68.0258 0.95 Braughing, Herts BMC 1709, Origins, 221
70.0017 1.23 Harlow, Essex casual find at temple site  
71.0029 1.96 Baldock, Herts  exc. at feature A418, Goodburn 1986, 91–2 no. 10 (not 

illus.), Letchworth Museum
71.0030 1.5 Puckeridge, Herts exc.? at Pumps Mead, Suppl. I, 62
73.0270 1.23 – ex Mossop
73.0271 0.61 Puckeridge, Herts exc. at Skeleton Green, sf 523, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 18
74.0055 1.51 Ware, Herts poss. ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 63
83.0356 2.21 Puckeridge, Herts found at Puckeridge roundabout, Suppl. III, 38
85.0107 1.2 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  288, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0146 1.52 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  316, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0197 1.37 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  433, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0273 1.3 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  673, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0582 1.45 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1403, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0664 1.1 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1742, Harlow Museum
90.0951 1.92 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  2111, Harlow Museum
93.0545 – St Albans, Herts  exc. at Verulamium car park, SCBI 42 pl. 7.207, Suppl. III, 

38, possibly coin listed in Origins, 222, Verulamium Museum
98.1185 1.0 Braughing, Herts –
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Uncertain records

– – Raunds, Northants Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36
–  –  Raunds, Northants Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36, 

F2
M 172, VA 1808, BMC 1745–51, ABC 2679 VERLAMIO/ – 

00.0471 – Burton Latimer, Northants –
00.0472 – Burton Latimer, Northants identification uncertain
00.0760 – – –
00.1378 1.9 Braughing, Herts –
00.1380 1.3 St Albans, Herts –
00.1438 – – –
01.0367 – – –
01.0622 – – –
01.1089 – Norfolk –
01.1135 1.89 Deal, Kent Rudd list 59, no. 64
02.0469 2.08 – Rudd list 64, no. 62
02.0988 2.16 Suffolk Rudd list 67, no. 61
02.1080 1.74 Springhead, Kent Rudd list 73, no. 57
02.1136 1.86 – Liz’s List 3, no. 54
03.0376 1.54 Braughing, Herts Liz’s List 5, no. 51
03.0748 – Easton Maudit, Northants obverse image only
03.0797 2.03 – Liz’s List 8, no. 52
04.0715 1.35 Essex Liz’s List 11, no. 58
04.1065 1.47 Cambridgeshire Liz’s List 12, no. 58
04.2417 1.92 Letchworth, Herts  Liz’s List 14, no. 48
04.2562 1.68 – –
61.0195 1.87 –  Museum of Wales, ex Glendining’s (Lockett coll.), 6 June 

1955, lot 30 (not illus.), ex Rashleigh and Roth colls.
66.0109 1.88 – Ashmolean Museum
66.0110 1.93 – Ashmolean Museum
67.0109 1.54 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0110 2.14 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 59
67.0111 1.87 Braughing, Herts  NCirc June 1992, no. 3545, ex Mack, SCBI 20 pl. V.135, 

Origins, 221
67.0112 1.48 – Ashmolean Museum
67.0113 1.68 – Hunterian Museum
67.0114 1.72 – Hunterian Museum
68.0244 2.09 Great Chesterford, Essex BMC 1747, Origins, 220, VA 1808–1 plate coin
68.0245  1.93 Great Chesterford, Essex BMC 1748, Origins, 220
68.0246 1.9 Harlow, Essex  BMC 1751, Origins, 221
68.0247 2.16 St Albans, Herts BMC 1749, Origins, 222
68.0248 2.16 – BMC 1745
68.0249 2.07 – BMC 1746
68.0250 1.55 – BMC 1750
70.0015 1.83 Harlow, Essex  casual find at temple, Liz’s List 12, no. 43, NCirc July 

1996, no. 3247 (not illus.), ex Mack, SCBI 20 pl. V.136, 
Suppl. I, 58

71.0028 1.78 – ex Mossop, bought Glendining, 15 April 1971, lot 17
72.0069 1.87 – Colchester Museum 
72.0070 2.47 Colchester, Essex Colchester Museum, Origins, 220
72.0071 2.28 Braughing, Herts  exc. at Griggs Bridge (Roman baths), sf 3, listed in Suppl. I, 

61 as a Skeleton Green coin
72.0072 2.18 Baldock, Herts  exc. at Baldock, sf  251, Goodburn 1986, 91 no. 9, 

Letchworth Museum, Suppl. I, 60
73.0253 1.91 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop?, Suppl. I, 62
73.0255 2.17 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop, probably lot 308/4 (not ill.), Suppl. I, 62
73.0256 1.81 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop?, Suppl. I, 62
73.0257 1.56 Puckeridge, Herts ex Mossop?, Suppl. I, 62
73.0259 1.93 Harlow, Essex exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 58
73.0260 1.39 Harlow, Essex exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum, Suppl. I, 58
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73.0261 1.97 Harlow, Essex fd. at temple site, casual find?, Suppl. I, 60
73.0262 1.81 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  919, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 

17, Suppl. I, 61
73.0263 1.17 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  705, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 

16, Suppl. I, 61
73.0264  1.65 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  398, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 

15, Suppl. I, 61
73.0265 2.38 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  1004, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 

14, Suppl. I, 61
73.0266 0.92 Puckeridge, Herts  exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  854, Goodburn 1981, 123 no. 

13, Suppl. I, 61
73.0267 1.65 Bletchley, Bucks  exc. at Sherwood Drive, Bletchley, SCBI 42 pl. 7.199, 

Suppl. I, 57
77.0007 – Barrington, Cambs Fitzwilliam Museum, Origins, 220
79.0017 1.18 Odell, Beds exc. by B. Dix, SCBI 42 pl. 7.198, Suppl. II, 129
83.0373 1.63 Puckeridge, Herts found Puckeridge roundabout, Suppl. III, 38
83.0374 1.5 Puckeridge, Herts found Puckeridge roundabout, Suppl. III, 38
83.0392 1.54 Puckeridge, Herts found Puckeridge, opposite Smiths, Suppl. III, 37
83.0393 1.78 Puckeridge, Herts found Puckeridge, opposite Smiths, Suppl. III, 37
83.0394 1.72 Puckeridge, Herts found Puckeridge, opposite Smiths, Suppl. III, 37
84.0650 1.53 – –
89.0232 2.33? Bicester, Oxon Ashmolean Museum, weight first recorded as 1.93g
90.0188 2.12 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  412, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0193 1.72 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  424, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0364 1.65 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  892, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0522 1.37 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1290B, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0535 2.02 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1311, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0598 1.95 Harlow, Essex temple exc. sf  11971, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0628 1.25 Harlow, Essex temple exc. sf  1517, Harlow Museum
90.0897 2.02 Harlow, Essex temple exc. sf  1846, Harlow Museum
91.0511 2.33 Abingdon, Oxon exc. at the Vineyard, sf  449, Oxford Archaeological Unit
92.0571 1.49 Epping, Essex –
94.0101 1.91 Baldock, Herts exc. at Upper Walls Common, Suppl. III, 37
94.0230 2.01 – NCirc April 1994, no. 2098, Rudd  list 22, no. 59
95.0453 2.2 – Vosper list 82, no. 25
95.0678 1.9 – –
95.1052 1.99 Essex Vosper list 84, no. 32, Rudd list 19, no. 37
95.1423 1.86 – Rudd list 17, no. 41
95.3478 2.31 West Deeping, Lincs  exc. at Rectory Farm, metal detector find from backfill of 

Tempus Reparatum 
96.1005 1.73 Evenley, Northants –
96.1011 2.0 Evenley, Northants –
96.2638 1.71 St Albans, Herts Vosper list 91, no. 23, Rudd list 30, no. 64
96.2701 1.75 – –
97.1532 2.05 – Rudd list 28, no. 161, Davissons 12, 18 Nov. 1999, lot 647
97.1533 1.57 – Rudd list 28, no. 162
97.2125 1.93 – Rudd list 29, no. 97
98.0499 2.09 Bishops Stortford, Herts Rudd list 36, no. 42
98.0671 – – –
98.1063 1.83 Maldon, Essex Rudd list 33, no. 41  
98.1118 1.88 Braughing, Herts  exc. at Ermine Street, Haselgrove 1988, no. 7, Suppl. III, 

37
98.1184 0.9 Braughing, Herts –
99.1149 1.59 Childrey, Oxon –
99.1961 – – –

Uncertain records

– – Biggleswade, Beds Evans 1890, 537, Origins, 219
– – Sandy, Beds Evans 1890, 537, Origins, 219
– – Colchester, Essex Origins, 220, sister coin to 72.0070
– – Chipping Warden, Northants Evans 1864, 253, Origins, 223
– – Puckeridge, Herts Suppl. I, 61, missing sixth Skeleton Green coin is 72.0071
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– – Canterbury, Kent exc.,  Suppl. I, 63
– – Ashill, Norfolk reported by A. Gregory, Suppl. II, 130
– – Ashill, Norfolk Suppl. III, 33, repeat of previous entry

F3
M 174, VA 1810, BMC 1752–55, ABC 2685 uninscribed

00.1658 – – –
01.0061 – – –
01.1019 1.28 Essex Rudd list 58, no. 58
02.0180 – – –
02.0375 1.92 Uffington, Oxon –
02.0880 1.87 – Liz’s List 2, no. 54 and 11, no. 43
03.0416 2.36 – Rudd list 70, no. 65
03.0832 2.27 Northamptonshire –
03.1352 – – Treasure Hunting, March 2003, 33; obverse image only
04.0011 1.86 Worminghall, Bucks –
04.0255 2.2 – Liz’s List 10, no. 49
65.0024 2.46 Harlow, Essex presumably from temple exc.  
67.0115 1.88 – ex Mack, SCBI 20 pl. V.140
67.0116 1.46 Brightwell cum Sotwell, Oxon Ashmolean Museum, Origins, 219
68.0252 2.14 St Albans, Herts BMC 1752, Origins, 222
68.0253 2.67 Braughing, Herts BMC 1755, Origins, 221
68.0254 2.23 Braughing, Herts BMC 1754, Origins, 221
68.0255 2.30 – BMC 1753, VA 1810 plate coin
70.0016 2.29 Harlow, Essex  Casual find at temple, Spink 30 Sept. 2010, lot 140/2, ex 

Lister  
73.0268 2.45 – ex Mossop, probably lot 309
73.0269 1.93 Puckeridge, Herts possibly ex Mossop, Suppl. I, 62
74.0054 1.93 Bradwell, Bucks  exc. at Bradwell Roman villa, sf  273, SCBI 42 pl. 7.203, 

Suppl. I, 57
77.0008 2.3 Odell, Beds  exc. by B. Dix, SCBI 42 pl. 7.202, Bedford Museum, 

Suppl. II, 129
82.0228 2.38 – –
90.0214 2.37 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  501, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0254 2.69 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  604, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0276 2.45 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  683, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0503 2.2 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1259, Harlow Museum, Suppl. III, 36
90.0538 3.05 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1319, Harlow Museum  
90.0661 2.5 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  1711, Harlow Museum  
90.0937 2.2 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  2002, Harlow Museum  
93.0573  St Albans, Herts  exc., Wheeler and Wheeler 1936, pl. LXVI B no. 1, SCBI 

42 no. 204 (not illus.) Verulamium Museum, Origins, 222
97.1849 1.8 Braughing, Herts –
98.1253 2.53 Great Chesterford, Essex Rudd list 35, no. 33
98.1999 1.86 Potterspury, Northants Rudd list 38, no. 59

Uncertain records

– – Harlow, Essex Evans 1864, 254, Origins, 221
– – near Milton Keynes, Bucks Suppl. I, 57, repeats 74.0054, see Suppl. III, 39 corrections
– – Deanshanger, Northants  Briary Wood, Curtis 1996, 36; perhaps same as previous 

entry?
– – Harlow, Essex Suppl. I, 58, possibly 70.0016
– – Harlow, Essex Suppl. I, 59, possibly 65.0024 
– – Braughing, Herts  exc. at Wickham Kennels 1982, Hertfordshire Archaeology 

8 (1982), 40–59, Suppl. III, 37
– – St. Albans, Herts.  exc. Insula XVII 1938, Archaeologia 90 (1944), 81–126, 

Suppl. III, 38
– – Boughton, Northants Northamptonshire Archaeology 16 (1981), 200
– – Raunds, Northants Stanwick Villa, Curtis 1996, 36
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F4
M –, VA –, BMC –, NCirc Oct. 1998, 350–1, ABC 2706 – /TAS

00.1675 – – –
02.0105 2.17 Swanscombe and Greenhithe,  Rudd list 62, no. 65 
  Kent
02.1062 2.48 Springhead, Kent –
03.0021 1.46 Maidstone?, Kent Rudd list 92, no. 67 (not ill.)
07.3032 1.9 West Kingsdown, Kent –
08.4308 1.97 S.E. Essex Rudd list 102, no. 46
90.0202 2.6 Harlow, Essex temple exc., sf  453, Harlow Museum
92.0065 2.14 Cooling, Kent –
98.2091 – Kew Bridge, London Williams 1998, 350, coin now in BM
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